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Welcome to the National Audiovisual Center,

It gives us great pleasure to present the new Catalog of Multimedia and Training
Products.

The National Audiovisual Center joined the National Technical Information Service
in 1994.  NTIS is a self-supporting unit of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
While this catalog is dedicated to audiovisuals, we hope it will update our current
customers on many new multimedia and training materials.  We also welcome
our new users.

Although the Center is already known for its educational programming, did you
know we also have classics like The Plow That Broke the Plains, a program that
provided the initial impetus to the American documentary film? Or The Eagle Has
Landed, the Flight of Apollo 11, NASA’s video of the first landing on the moon?

The majority of the Center’s materials are produced by more than 200 federal
agencies.  Some result from joint partnerships between the NAC and federal
agencies.  These exclusive arrangements mean that most of these valuable titles
are not available from other sources.

The titles are listed alphabetically in nearly 20 different popular categories which
are also alphabetized.  Without a doubt, you’ll be surprised by the depth and
diversity of our products in this catalog.   But this is only a glimpse of the 9,000–
strong collection we offer.  Our ultimate goal is to assist you in locating the products
you need:

• To help you learn more about the other products we have, we’d be happy to
conduct a free search of our collection for you.  Simply call (703) 605-6186.

• Our Web site at http://www.ntis.gov/nac is available for the latest news about
the Center, as well as new products.

• Stop by one of our trade show booths around the country and meet the NAC
team.  Our current schedule is on our Web site.

• Write to us at: NTIS/National Audiovisual Center, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, VA  2216.

Our team recognizes that your needs are changing, and that some readers might
be unfamiliar with the Center, so please let us know how we can serve you better.

We look forward to hearing from you!

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Technical Information Service

National Audiovisual Center

Springfield, VA  22161    (703) 605-6000
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For more than 25 years, the
National Audiovisual  Center has
provided U.S. government-
produced multimedia and training
products for federal, state, and local
governments; businesses; and
schools and universities; as well as
private individuals.

The Center offers more than 9,000
titles in a range of subjects as
varied as the agencies that produce
them — subjects like business,
education and training, fire
fighting, health and safety,
languages, law enforcement, and
personal enrichment. Visit our
Web site at http://www.ntis.gov/nac.

About The National
Audiovisual Center
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Best Sellers

BUSINESS

Computer Security
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
19-minute VHS, 1990.

Scenarios highlight various problems
in computer security and how to
address them.

AVA18908VNB1CFV, $55.

Sales Promotion
Veterans Administration
17-minute VHS, 1990.
A fast-paced interview style program
of VCS managers who present the
nuts and bolts of having successful
sales promotions: Why sales
promotions are needed; the
importance of timing; and elements
of a good operation.

AVA18379VNB1CFV, $55.

Shaping the Future
(Instructor Materials)
National Fire Academy
346-minutes on 4 VHS, 372-page
instructor guide, 158-page reproducible
student manual, 1995.
Covers the skills and techniques mid-
level managers need — reframing
problems, problem-solving,
communication, and managing
change.

AVA19815VNB4CFV, $225.

AVA19816BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $115.

EXPORT

Eximbank: The Small
Exporter’s Financial Edge
Export Import Bank of the U.S.
18-minute VHS, 1992.

Explains Eximbank’s working capital
loan guarantee and credit insurance
programs that are especially useful to
small and medium size exporters.

AVA19222VNB1CFV, $55.

AGRICULTURE

Conservation On
Your Own
Department of Agriculture
55-minute VHS, 1990.

A self-help approach to keeping
landowners eligible for USDA
programs and protecting the land.
This is a series of eight “how to”
segments: Measure and Manage Crop
Residues, Lay Out Contour Lines and
Use Field Borders, Lay Out Contour
Buffer Strips, Contour Stripcropping,
Lay Out Wind Strips, Control Small
Gullies With Grass, Plant and Maintain
a Field Windbreak, and Keep Terraces
Working.

AVA18882VNB1CFV, $60.

Integrated Pest
Management: Commensal
Rodents
National Park Service
23-minute VHS, 1992.

Covers commensal rodent biology and
identification, monitoring techniques,
rodent management methods, and
evaluation of management.

AVA19384VNB1CFV, $55.

Making Things Happen
Department of Agriculture
12-minute VHS, 1990.

A general overview of the resource
conservation and development
(RC&D) program. Suggests how local
people can make things happen in
their communities.

AVA18887VNB1CFV, $50.

Rare Sources for Plant
Breeding
Department of Agriculture
5-minute VHS, 1992.

Features a team of scientists who visit
Ecuador in search of rare and unusual
plant species including a native potato
which is naturally resistant to disease.

AVA19173VNB1CFV, $50.

Show Business is
Good Business: How U.S.
Manufacturers Expand
Their Markets Through
Exports
Department of Commerce
14-minute VHS, 1990.

Exhibitors at
several
international
trade shows
tell of their
successes
through
exhibiting at
foreign trade
shows, and
why it makes
good

business sense to increase exports.
Shows the color and excitement of big
time European trade.

AVA18189VNB1CFV, $55.

MANAGEMENT

Child Care and Facility
Management: A New
Perspective
General Services Administration
24-minute VHS, 1995.
Discusses the differences between
managing regular facility space and
unique aspects of child care space.

AVA19789VNB1CFV, $55.

Committed to Change:
Starting a Labor-
Management Committee
Department of Labor
19-minute VHS, 1990.

Describes how to form and maintain a
joint labor-management committee to
improve organizational production
and the quality of the working
environment. On-camera narrator
describes the steps. Committee
members from a corporation describe
how their committee works and the
effects it has.

AVA18305VNB1CFV, $55.
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CAREER PLANNING

Across the Nation:
VA Responds to Women’s
Issues
Veterans Administration
18-minute VHS, 1993.
Addresses women’s issues in career
advancement within the VA system.

AVA19416VNB1CFV, $55.

A whole series of VA videos on
medical professions is available.
Call  1-800-553-NTIS (6847) or

(703) 605-6000 for details.

America’s Teachers:
Profile of A Profession
Department of Education
12-minute VHS, 189-page teacher’s
guide, 1993.

Highlights include teacher
demographics, teacher education and
qualifications, teacher compensation
and teacher’s opinions about their
professions.

AVA19348VNB1CFV, $30.

Consumer Tax Video -
Employee or Independent
Contractor?
Internal Revenue Service
14-minute VHS, 1993.

Discusses the differences between
independent contractors and
employees. Highlights the pertinent
rules from the list of twenty common
law rules.

AVA19407VNB1CFV, $50.

Data Access: The Next
Generation
Veterans Administration
16-minute VHS, 1994.
Discusses the capabilities and
possibilities of the data access system
as a reporting tool for use in
management analysis.

AVA19514VNB1CFV, $55.

Getting It Right: Making It
Better
Department of Commerce
15-minute VHS, 1992.
Describes a major success story
involving technology transfer from
NIST. The techniques have been
incorporated into commercial
products by two companies.

AVA19339VNB1CFV, $50.

Managing in a Multi-
Cultural and Multi-Ethnic
Environment
Health and Human Services
29-minute VHS, 20-page guide, 1992.

Serves as a cognitive training resource
for behavioral change experts in
multi-cultural management.

AVA19163VNB1CFV, $55.

Telecommuting: The Future
is Now
General Services Administration
12-minute VHS, 1994.

Highlights telecommuting centers in
Valencia, California and Winchester,
West Virginia; presents testimonies of
current users; and identifies the
support and expertise GSA can offer
agencies in this area.

AVA19563VNB1CFV, $50.

Total Quality
Management
(in Plain English)
Department of Defense
30-minute VHS, 1991.
The objective of this tape is to spread
the TQM message to all work/
intellectual levels simultaneously in a
non-threatening and understandable
manner.

AVA18847VNB1CFV, $55.

These two videotapes present a
series of video news releases
highlighting projects from the
Agriculture Research Service.

New CropsNew CropsNew CropsNew CropsNew Crops
Department of Agriculture

12-minute VHS, 1992.
AVA19170VNB1CFV, $50.

New MarketsNew MarketsNew MarketsNew MarketsNew Markets
Department of Agriculture

30-minute VHS, 1992.
AVA19171VNB1CFV, $55.

Best Sellers

National Technical Information Service

Online International Trade and Business Bookstore
The Department of Commerce
International Trade Center Bookstore
brings together a world class
collection of publications from
government and nonprofit organiza-
tions. This collection is now available
through a new online bookstore.

Tap into information from  leading
research institutions such as:
• Brookings Institution
• Library of Congress
• United Nations
• OECD
• Battelle and many others...

•SEARCH & ORDER ONLINE FROM THIS GROWING COLLECTION
•EASY ACCESS TO OTHER TRADE RELATED INFORMATION

•A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
•BROWSE BY REGION

Visit the Web site at: http://tradecenter.ntis.gov/
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Career America – The
Federal Government:
A Winning Choice -
Presidential Management
Intern (Open Captioned)
Office of Personnel Management
5-minute VHS, 1994.
The presidential management intern
program was established to attract
outstanding graduate students to a
career in public service.

AVA19503VNB1CFV,
(closed captioned:
AVA19504VNB1CFV), $50.

Career America – The
Federal Government:
A Winning Choice –Career
Opportunities with the
Federal Government
(Open Captioned)
Office of Personnel Management
10-minute VHS, 1994.

Discusses career
opportunities with
the federal
government using
testimonials and
interviews with
current employees
and recent college
graduates. The
video promotes

many benefits, challenges and
opportunities available in the public
sector.

AVA19505VNB1CFV,
(closed captioned:
AVA19506VNB1CFV), $50.

That’s Right! The U.S.
Government: Find Out
Why it’s the Choice that’s
Right (Open Captioned)
Office of Personnel Management
6-minute VHS, 1994.
Highlights federal career opportunities
and student employment programs.

AVA19525VNB1CFV,
(closed captioned:
AVA19526VNB1CFV), $50.

The Right Choices in Your
Nursing Career
Veterans Administration
6-minute VHS, 1990.
Demonstrates the dynamics of a
nursing career in clinical,
administrative, research and
educational areas.

AVA18644VNB1CFV, $50.

Women in Federal Law
Enforcement – Profiles
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
33-minute VHS, 1996.
Highlights the diverse opportunities
available to women in federal law
enforcement. Viewers gain an inside
look into the opinions, experiences,
dreams and realities of twelve women
who have chosen careers in federal
law enforcement.

AVA19936VNB1CFV, $60.

Women in the Fire Service
(11/4/92).
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minutes on 3 VHS, 1992.
Addresses current issues facing
women in the fire-rescue services.

AVA19214VN03CFV, $154.

Working on the Frontiers
of Science and Technology
Patent and Trademark Office
15-minute VHS, 1990.

Recruiting video for the patent and
trademark office. Designed to appeal
mainly to graduating senior engineers
and scientists to consider a career as a
patent examiner.

AVA18671VNB1CFV, $50.

DOCUMENTARY
CLASSICS
The National Audiovisual Center has a
multitude of documentary classics
which include such award winning
titles as:

Eagle Has Landed –
The Flight of Apollo 11
(Long Version)
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
29-minute VHS, 1969.

Shows man’s first moon landing,
July 1969.

AVA01547VNB1CFV, $55.

The Battle of Midway
Department of the Navy
18-minute color VHS, 1942.
Presents a brief documentary account
of one of the greatest naval and air
battles of World War II.

AVA02717VNB1CFV, $55.

The Plow that Broke the
Plains
Resettlement Administration
29-minute black & white VHS, 1936.

Depicts the social and economic
history of the Great Plains from the
settlement of the praries to drought
and depression. This program
provided the initial impetus to the
American documentary film.

AVA03137VNB1CFV, $55.

The River
Farm Security Administration
32-minute black & white VHS, 1937.

Traces life on the Mississippi River
during the last 150 years. The
consequences of sharecropping, soil
exhaustion, unchecked erosion, and
floods are shown. Concludes with
scenes of regional planning.

AVA03630VNB1CFV, $60.
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Why We Fight–A Series
Department of War
7 VHS programs, 1945.
Produced by Frank Capra, this award-
winning series explains the reasons
for American participation in World
War II. The films are regarded as
classics of propaganda—using
masterful editing, music, animation
and narration to hammer home their
messages.

AVA02272V070CFV, $390.

Available separately as:

Prelude to War
59-minute VHS, 1942.
AVA02270VNB1CFV, $60.

The Nazis Strike
41-minute VHS, 1943.
AVA02269VNB1CFV, $60.

Divide and Conquer
58-minute VHS, 1943.
AVA02268VNB1CFV, $60.

The Battle of Britain
55-minute VHS, 1943.
AVA02265VNB1CFV, $60.

The Battle of China
66-minute VHS, 1944.
AVA02266VNB1CFV, $65.

The Battle of Russia
83-minute VHS, 1944.
AVA02267VNB1CFV, $65.

War Comes to America
67-minute VHS, 1945.
AVA02271VNB1CFV, $65.

The True Glory
Department of the Army & British
Ministry of Information
85-minute black & white VHS, 1945.

Follows the
Allied
forces from
D-Day to V-
E Day using
the voices
of soldiers
telling what
happened
to them,
offering an
account of
the war

with irony and humor.

AVA02725VNB1CFV, $65.

To Bear Witness
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council
42-minute VHS, 1983.
Recounts the liberation of the Nazi
death camps with interviews of
liberators and survivors and rare
historic footage.

AVA10932VNB1CFV, $60.

EDUCATION

Challenges to the
Teaching of Reading and
Writing
Department of Education
17-minute VHS, 122-page writing
teacher’s guide, 116-page reading
teacher’s manual, 1991.

Teachers and administrators give
success stories on the creative ways
they have incorporated research into
their teaching.

AVA18972VNB1CFV, $55.

Classroom Management
in Job Corps Basic
Education Program
Department of Labor
12-minute VHS, 1991.
Instructional tape used to provide new
staff guidance in teaching in the job
Corps learning environment. Provides
an overview of the Job Corps
program.

AVA19018VNB1CFV, $50.

A whole series of these
job corps videos is available.
Call 1-800-553-NTIS (6847) or
(703) 605-6000  for details.

Distance Learning –
The Next Century
(1/29/92)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
150-minute VHS, 1992.
Different types of satellite training/
distance learning available to the
general public. Both private and public
programs/networks are showcased.

AVA19069VN02CFV, $88.

Experience the Power:
Network Technology for
Education
Department of Education
17-minute VHS, 1994.
Introduces telecommunications
networking to the education
community. Describes what’s
available and how it can be used.

AVA19562VNB1CFV, $55.
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Second to None
Department of Labor
28-minute VHS, 1992.
The practical application of
educational principles and new
directions in education for the
workforce.

AVA19136VNB1CFV, $55.

Teachers and Technology:
Making the Connection
(Closed Captioned)
Office of Technology Assessment
20-minute VHS, 1995.
Highlights innovative uses of
technology by teachers.

AVA19694VNB1CFV, $55.

BLACK AND WOMEN’S STUDIES

African Americans in
World War II: A Legacy of
Patriotism and Valor
U.S. Army
66-minute VHS, 1997.

Contains extensive footage of blacks
fighting in World War II. Veterans
describe what it was like to be a black
soldier in the War. Tribute is paid to
the negro service battalions, as well as
the servicewomen and black civilians
who supported the war effort.

AVA20001VNB1CFV, $65.

Black Wings –
The American Black
in Aviation
Smithsonian Institution
18-minute VHS, 1983.

Tells how blacks have struggled to
overcome prejudice and
discrimination to establish for
themselves a place in aviation and the
space program.
AVA14595VNB1CFV, $55.
.

Dreams of Equality
National Park Service
28-minute VHS, 1993.
Conveys the spirit, ideas, and time
that fostered the first women’s rights
convention of 1848 held in Seneca
Falls, New York.

AVA19445VNB1CFV, $55.

From Dreams to Reality —
A Tribute to Minority
Inventors
Patent and Trademark Office
28-minute VHS, 1986.
Touches upon many inventions that
have contributed to American science,
technology, and medicine. Motivates
minority junior and senior high school
students to take science courses and
consider careers in science.

AVA16247VNB1CFV, $55.

The African Burial Ground:
An American Discovery,
Pt. 1-4
General Services Administration
119-minute VHS, 1994.

This documentary, produced about
the graves unearthed during the
building of the Foley Square
Courthouse, addresses the historical
revelations and implications of this
find. The four parts are: The search, a
history, politics and people, and an
open window.

AVA19619VNB1CFV, $65.

The Maggie Lena Walker
Story
(Closed Captioned)
National Park Service
12-minute VHS, 1991.
Details the life and accomplishments
of America’s first woman banker, an
inspirational leader of the black
community as financier and
newspaper publisher.

AVA19459VNB1CFV, $50.

Tuskegee Airman Tribute
U.S. Air Force
15-minute VHS, 1991.

Presents the achievements of the all
black Tuskegee airmen in World War II.

AVA19065VNB1CFV, $50.

DRUG PREVENTION

And Down Will Come
Baby (Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
17-minute VHS, 39-page teacher’s
guide, 1994.
Discusses the effects of exposure to
alcohol and other drugs on the fetus
during pregnancy. Teacher’s guide
designed to promote a 15-20 minute
discussion of the video.

AVA19693VNB1CFV, $45.

Also see the
substance abuse titles

in the HEALTH section, page 20.

Also see the titles on women
in CAREER PLANNING, page 3.

CHARGE YOUR ORDER! 1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern time. Monday through Friday.

Prices are subject to change.
Order through the Internet 24 hours a day: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

MasterCardVISA AMERICAN
    EXPRESS
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Art of Prevention (Closed
Captioned)
Department of Education
14-minute VHS, 64-page handbook,
1995.
This program, for middle school

teachers,
illustrates
the effective
use of the
arts in
comple-
menting
alcohol,
tobacco,
and other
drug use
prevention
curriculum.

AVA19691VNB1CFV, $45.

Changing Channels
(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
23-minute VHS, 1-page teacher’s guide,
1995.

“Changing Channels” challenges the
influences and misconceptions which
lead young adolescents to think that
alcohol use is part of growing up. It
reminds them of the potential that
they have to control their lives and
make healthy decisions reinforcing
the idea that underage use of alcohol
is wrong and harmful.

AVA19539VNB1CFV, $45.

Fast Forward Future
(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
61-minute VHS, 1988.

Shows three elementary students the
future with the Fast Forward machine.
The students see the effects of using
drugs and staying drug fee.
For grades 4-6.

AVA17532VNB1CFV, $50.

Florida’s Challenge:
A Guide to Educating
Substance Exposed
Children
Prevention Center, Florida Department
of Education
45-minute VHS, 84-page participant’s
workbook, 1993.
This program is for teachers of
substance-exposed children. The
training includes medical aspects, the
home and community environment,
the school and classroom
environment, and behaviors and
interventions.

AVA19300VNB1CFV, $40.

Murals Reflecting
Prevention
Department of Education
10-minute VHS, 10-page teacher’s guide,
1994.

Uses art to lead students in an
exciting exploration of alcohol and
other drug prevention. By creating
colorful drug prevention murals, youth
in grades K-12 have fun while learning
cooperation, critical thinking, and
creative expression.

AVA19966VNB1CFV, $50.

Olympic Spirit: Building
Resiliency in Youth (Closed
Captioned)
Department of Education
16-minute VHS, 36-page activity guide,
2 posters, 1 bookmark, 1995.
This package provides a creative and
engaging approach to supplementing
classroom drug and violence
prevention lessons. Themes are drawn
from the Olympic games, and center
around the Olympic ideals of
cooperation and teamwork,
citizenship, fair play, and setting goals.

AVA19787VNB1CFV, $50.

Risk and Reality: Teaching
Preschool Children
Affected By Substance
Abuse (Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
30-minute VHS, 60-page teacher’s
guide, 100-page literature review, 1994.

Discusses the developmental and
educational needs of children affected
by substance abuse either prenatally,
in their households, or in their
communities. Discusses the
challenges children affected by
substance abuse may pose for
teachers, and presents promising
strategies for promoting healthy child
development.

AVA19519VNB1CFV, $45.

Say No to Drugs –
It’s Your Decision
Drug Enforcement Administration
17-minute VHS, 1986.
Presents information about the use
and abuse of illicit and legal drugs.
Revolves around establishing one’s
own value system and a strong self-
image to give one the reassurance and
stability needed to say “no” to drugs.

AVA16172VNB1CFV, $55.
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Straight at Yaraight at Yaraight at Yaraight at Yaraight at Ya
(Closed Captioned)(Closed Captioned)(Closed Captioned)(Closed Captioned)(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
44-minute VHS, 1988.
Discusses the peer pressure to use
drugs. For grades 7-9.

AVA17514VNB1CFV, $50.

Straight Talk
(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
32-minute VHS, 1992.

Documentary profiles of four young
people who explain why they won’t
use drugs and the techniques they use
to stay drug free.

AVA19144VNB1CFV, $40.

Teaching Children
Affected By Substance
Abuse (Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
34-minute VHS, 69-page teacher’s
guide, 1994.
This program is for elementary school
staff to help in the design and
implementation of programs for
children prenatally exposed to drugs.

AVA19520VNB1CFV, $45.

The Drug Avengers
(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
73-minute VHS, 1988.
Three children from the future travel
back to the 20th Century to take on
the life-threatening problem of drug
abuse in 10 animated programs. For
grades 1-6.

AVA17535VNB1CFV, $50.

The Right Choice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
14-minute VHS, 1987.
Challenges children to explore their
feelings about drugs, peer pressure,
and trust. For children 8 to 13 years
old.

AVA16823VNB1CFV, $55.

HISTORY – EARLY AND

AMERICAN INDIAN

Maxidiwiac
National Park Service
15-minute VHS, 1992.
Portrays Maxidiwiac, a Hidatsa Indian
woman born about 1840 at
Sakakawea Village and the ways of the
Hidatsa people of the 19th century.

AVA19376VNB1CFV, $50.

Pictures of Indians
in the United States
National Archives and Records
Administration
194 slides, 17-page booklet, 1960.
Selected copies of photographs
relating to Native Americans.

AVA18636SS00CFV

Pictures of the
Revolutionary War
National Archives and Records
Administration
140 slides, 10-page booklet, 1968.

Selected pictorial materials relating to
the American Revolution. All are black
and white photographs of artwork.

AVA18632SS00CFV, $55.

The Americans, 1776
National Park Service
28-minute VHS, 1975.
Presents a view of everyday life
during the time of the American
Revolution. Shows the crafts, ways of
life, and the differences of attitudes
among various types of people living
in the colonies.

AVA01335VNB1CFV, $55.

The Spanish Empire
in the New World (English
Version)
National Park Service
22-minute VHS, 1992.

Traces the history of the Spanish
empire in the new world from 1492 to
the early 19th century in what is now
the southern United States.

AVA19382VNB1CFV, $55.

HISTORY – 19TH CENTURY

A Mere Question of Time
National Park Service
15-minute VHS, 1992.

The 1864-65 Union Army campaign
to seize Petersburg, Va. and the
railroads supplying Richmond and
Lee’s army, related entirely with
fascinating historic photographs.

AVA18474VNB1CFV, $50.

America’s Forests:
A History of Resiliency
and Recovery
Department of Agriculture
26-minute VHS, 1992.

Graphically depicts the forest,
watershed and wildlife that led to our
first national conservation movement,
understanding of the evolution of our
forests.

AVA19425VNB1CFV, $55.
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Living History
Reenactment:
Fort Clatsop
National Park Service
26-minute VHS, 1992.
Depicts the life of the Lewis and Clark
expedition at Fort Clatsop. Interprets
the important event and key role the
expedition played in American history.

AVA19446VNB1CFV, $55.

Marbury v. Madison
Judicial Conference of the U.S.
36-minute VHS, 1977.
Explains what the Constitution is, and
what is and is not constitutional. This
1803 case established the Supreme
Court’s responsibility to review the
constitutionality of acts of Congress.

AVA02153VNB1CFV, $60.

McCulloch v. Maryland
Judicial Conference of the U.S.
36-minute VHS, 1977.

Discusses if states can tax the
operation of the federal government.
In the unpopular decision the
Supreme Court dealt a great blow to a
claim of state’s rights by striking
down Maryland’s attempt to tax a
federally chartered bank. The decision
enhanced Congressional power and
reaffirmed the vitality of the federal
government.

AVA02154VNB1CFV, $60.

Photographs of
the American West 1861-
1912
National Archives and Records
Administration
196 black & white slides, 17-page
booklet, 1960.

Copies of selected photographs
relating to the American West,
1861-1912.

AVA18635SS00CFV, $66.

Pictures of the Civil War
National Archives and Records
Administration
203 slides, 16-page booklet, 1962.
Slides of black and white photographs
taken during the Civil War by Matthew
Brady and others.

AVA18633SS00CFV

To the Farthest Port of the
Rich East
National Park Service
19-minute VHS, 21-page teacher’s
guide, 1993.

Shows Salem’s beginning as an
agricultural fishing village, growth of
the West Indies trade, Revolutionary
War privateers, golden age of sail,
(including worldwide trade and the
U.S. Customs Service), and the 19th
century changes in overseas trade.

AVA19713VNB1CFV, $55.

HISTORY – 20TH CENTURY

Island of Hope,
Island of Tears
National Park Service
29-minute VHS, 1992.

From 1892-1954, Ellis Island was the
port of entry for millions of European
immigrants. Fascinating archival
footage tells the moving story of
families with dreams of opportunity,
leaving their homes with what they
could carry.

AVA15996VNB1CFV, $55.

Pictures of the American
City
National Archives and Records
Administration
170 slides (147 black & white, 23 color
slides), 15-page booklet, 1990.
Copies of selected photographs in the
records relating to American cities.

AVA18637SS00CFV, $66.

Pictures of World War II
National Archives and Records
Administration
202 slides (191 black & white, 11 color),
21-page booklet, 1990.

Copies of selected photographs
relating to World War II.

AVA18640SS00CFV, $72.

Truman –
A Self-Portrait
Smithsonian Institution
23-minute VHS, 1984.

Shows Truman the president and
Truman the citizen. Describes historic
events such as VJ day and the Post-
war era, the fury of the first nuclear
weapons, the Berlin airlift, the Korean
War, and the MacArthur recall.

AVA11303VNB1CFV, $55.

Corona: Teamwork
and Technology
Department of Defense
20-minute VHS, 1995.
Tells the story of Corona, America’s
first imaging-satellite reconnaissance
program (1957-1972), its contributions
to space technology and the politico-
military impacts of gathering photo
intelligence from denied areas.

AVA19783VNB1CFV, $55.

Crimes Against Humanity
United States Information Agency
53-minute VHS, 1993.
Documents the war crimes in Bosnia
and the war crimes tribunal that will
prosecute these crimes.

AVA19564VNB1CFV, $60.
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A Home for Pearl
Fish and Wildlife Service
70-minute VHS, 1990.
An exciting, well-filmed story
designed to teach children about
wildlife habitat. The film uses three
children to introduce young viewers to
wildlife and its needs. The children
help a wildlife rehabilitator find a
suitable habitat to release a bald eagle.

AVA19187VNB1CFV, $65.

A World in Our Backyard:
A Wetlands Education and
Stewardship Program
Environmental Protection Agency
24-minute VHS, 144-page workbook,
1994.

Shows three teachers in different
kinds of schools who are using a
wetland area in their curriculum,
representing diverse educational,
social, economic and ecological
conditions. The second segment is an
amusing, upbeat program called
fabulous wetland.

AVA19528VNB1CFV, $55.

Ask for our catalog
of educational materials,
PR-1047CFV, by calling

1-800-553-NTIS (6847) or
(703) 605-6000

The Road to the Wall
U.S. Army
34-minute VHS, 1962.
Documents the rise of Communism
from St. Petersburg, Russia, in the
early days of Lenin and Trotsky to
Berlin and Cuba under the influence
of Khrushchev.

AVA07848VNB1CFV, $60.

The Voice
United States Information Agency
58-minute VHS, 1992.

Documents five of the most turbulent
decades in the world’s history from
World War II to the liberation of the
Soviet Union through historic Voice of
America broadcasts and classic
newsreel and television footage.

AVA19495VNB1CFV, $60.

Yanomama –
A Multi-Disciplinary Study
Atomic Energy Commission
45-minute VHS, 1971.
Describes the field techniques and
findings of teams from such
disciplines as human genetics,
anthropology, epidemiology, dentistry,
linguistics, and medicine as they
conduct a biological-anthropological
study of the jungles.

AVA03739VNB1CFV, $60.

LITERATURE

Waiting for Godot
Smithsonian Institution
137-minute VHS, 1990.

With original staging by Nobel
winning playwright Samuel Beckett,
this play is a penetrating introspective
universally recognized by anyone
seeking truth of self.

AVA19371VNB1CFV, $115.

SAFETY

Stop and Look with Willy
Whistle and Walking with
Your Eyes
Department of Transportation
24-minute VHS, 1992.

Teaches basic street crossing skills to
kindergarten through third grade.

AVA19294VNB1CFV, $55.

SCIENCE

A Brain, Books,
and a Curiosity,
(Closed Captions)
National Science Foundation
25-minute VHS, 1 poster, 7-page
teacher’s guide, 6 picture cards, 1992.

Shows children the connection that
science and math have with what they
know and like—and how these
subjects can help them in the future.
Through music and role models,
shows math and science are fun, and
can take you anywhere in life you
want to go.

AVA19268VNB1CFV, $55.

CHARGE YOUR ORDER! 1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern time. Monday through Friday.

Prices are subject to change.
Order through the Internet 24 hours a day: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

MasterCardVISA AMERICAN
    EXPRESS
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EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Act Now: Disaster
Preparedness and Fire
Prevention – Making It
Happen (Close captioned)
(6/20/96)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1996.

Recruiting and working with partners
to develop and conduct family
preparedness training.

AVA19929VNB1CFV, $60.

Basic Life Support and
Hazardous Material
Support (Instructors
Materials)
National Fire Academy
28-minute VHS, 80 slides, 414-page
instructor guide, 294-page reproducible
student manual, 1995.

Assists in understanding and
complying with federal regulations
and national recommendations
concerning emergency medical
response to hazardous materials
incidents.

AVA19817KK00CFV, $225.

AVA19818BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $150.

Bomb Threat
Management
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
19-minute VHS, 1990.

Through the use of a full length
dramatic scenario, this program
shows the increased presence of
bomb threats in our society.

AVA18912VNB1CFV, $55.

Computerized Emergency
Resource Management
(Open Captioned)
Veterans Administration
7-minute VHS, 1992.
Presents a brief overview of the VA
online MSDS library system that
allows easy access to material safety
data sheets 24 hours a day for VA
medical center management.

AVA19186VNB1CFV, $50.

Emergency Response To
Terrorism: Basic Concepts
(Instructor Package).
National Fire Academy and the
Department Of Justice
35 mm color slide set (246) color slides,
(1) 324-page instructor guide and (1)
293-page student manual reproducible
master included. no restrictions. 1997

This program covers: 1) definitions of
terrorism; 2) a history of terrorism; 3)
agents used by terrorists; 4)
suspicious circumstances; 5) self-
protection at potential terrorist
scenes; 6) crime scene consideration
and 7) specialized incident command
issues. The goal is to assist those who
respond to the scene of a possible
terrorist incident to: 1) effectively
protect themselves ; 2) effectively
perform responder tasks in a situation
which combines the elements of a
hazardous materials incident and a
crime scene; and 3) notify and
respond to appropriate authorities .

AVA20013SS00, $280.

AVA20014BB00,
Set of 10 student manuals, $145.

FEMA Earthquake Hazard
Mitigation Training
Activities
(1/15/92)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1992.
Encompasses such areas as hazard
mitigation for hospitals, utility lifeline
systems, and high rise buildings.
Discusses the content of the courses
available and the effect training can
have in reducing earthquake damage
while improving emergency response.

AVA19056VN01CFV, $66.

Health and Safety Officer
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
69-minute VHS, 264 slides, 354-page
instructor’s guide, 100-page
reproducible student manual, 1995.

This course package will help
emergency responders in identifying,
evaluating, and implementing policy
and procedure. Covers risk analysis,
wellness issues, and other
occupational safety issues.

AVA19809KK00CFV, $225.

AVA19810BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $120.

If You Don’t Know, Don’t
Go
National Fire Academy
28-minute VHS, 1996.

Covers critical concerns for emergency
safety issues for emergency medical
service - hazardous materials response,
managing contaminated victims
requiring medical assistance,
decontamination and treatment
procedures of a basic life support nature.

AVA19832VNB1CFV, $50.
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Incident Command System
for Emergency Medical
Services – (Instructor
Package)
National Fire Academy
82-minute VHS, 155 slides, 342-page
instructor’s guide, 202-page
reproducible student manual,
102-page self-study guide, 1993.
Participants will use scenarios, case
studies, graphics, audiovisuals, and
role play to demonstrate
understanding of the concepts of EMS.

AVA19933KK00CFV, $200.

AVA19934BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $180.

Incident Safety Officer
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
47-minute VHS, 332-page instructor’s
guide, 192-page reproducible student
manual, 1993.

Examines the safety officer’s role
at emergency response situations.
A specific focus on operations within
an Incident Command System as a
safety officer is a main theme.

AVA19811KK00CFV, $385.

AVA19812BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $120.

Infection Control for
Emergency Response
Personnel: The
Supervisor’s Role
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
38-minute VHS, 612-page instructor’s
guide, 350-page reproducible student
manual, 1993.
Includes principles of disease
transmission, health maintenance,
personal protective equipment,
incident operations and recovery,
post-exposure, and station issues.

AVA19439KK00CFV, $335.

AVA199440BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $170.

Initial Response
to Hazardous Materials
Incidents: Basic Concepts
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
53-minute VHS, 484-page instructor’s
guide, 328-page reproducible student
manual, 1992.
Gives the participant an
understanding of the basic concepts
and techniques of hazardous
materials first response. Based on
29CFR 1910.120 (OSHA) and 40 CFR
311 (EPA).

AVA19199KK00CFV, $310.

AVA19200BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student materials, $140.

Initial Response
to Hazardous Materials
Incidents: Concept
Implementation
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
372 slides, 5-minute silent VHS, 504-
page instructor’s guide, 300-page
reproducible student manual, 1992.

Two day training course designed to
reinforce and expand upon
information presented in the Initial
Response To Hazardous Material
Incident: Basic Concepts course.

AVA19201KK00CFV, $325.

AVA19202BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student materials, $135.

Integrated Emergency
Management System
(IEMS) A Solution to
Managing Local
Emergencies (6/10/92)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute VHS, 1992.

Provides basic information on the
IEMS concept, discusses state and
local concerns in emergency
management, identifies innovative
emergency management techniques,
and presents ways to build capability.

AVA19150VNB3CFV, $140.

Managing Communicable
Disease Control Programs
National Fire Academy
17-minute VHS, 1988.
Discusses the risks posed to
emergency personnel by
communicable diseases, and presents
guidelines for setting up and
managing communicable disease
control programs.

AVA17303VNB1CFV, $35.

Managing Terrorism
Events: The Oklahoma
Experience (8/15/96)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1996.

This program aired live on 8/15/96
from Oklahoma City, OK and features
an overview of the initial response to
the bombing of Murrah Federal
Building; and the cooperation required
when a “disaster scene” becomes a
“crime scene.” Topics addressed were:
processes and procedures that have
changed nationwide; training; and
future initiatives.

AVA19937VNB1CFV, $60.

Medical Response to
Terrorism
Veterans Administration
120-minute VHS, 1996.
The program is an overview of four
unique terrorism issues: Chemical,
biological, blast/crush and
psycological. Each speaker is an
experienced expert in his field and
address information useful to
clinicians and emergency medical
planners.

AVA19975VNB1TAV
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Protective Clothing for Use
At Medical Emergencies
(8/19/92)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1992.

Covers design criteria, performance
criteria and test methods for
emergency medical clothing including
garments, gloves, and face protection.

AVA19177VNB1CFV, $66.

Rapid Assessment
(8/30/95)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1995.
Discusses the local, state, and federal
government roles in rapidly assessing
damage following a disaster to save
and sustain lives. Rapid assessment is
needed to prioritize response
activities, allocate scarce resources,
and request specific assistance from
outside.

AVA19796VNB1CFV, $66.

The Incident Command
System (ICS) and its
Diverse Role in Emergency
Management (10/20/93)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1993.

Use of ICS during a city civil
disturbance and Hurricane Andrew,
and an update on the Incident
Management System Consortium
activities are topics in this broadcast.

AVA19418VNB1CFV, $66.

Using Long Range Sensing
in Emergency
Management (3/18/92)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minutes on 3 VHS, 1992.
Describes satellite imaging, aerial
photography and other sensing
techniques.

AVA19101VN03CFV, $154.

THE DISABLED

Disabled and Elderly
Persons in Disaster: Key
Issues for Emergency
Managers (7/8/93)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute on 3 VHS, 1992.

Deals with different but related
aspects of the same concern, the
disaster-related needs of disabled and
elderly persons. Experts explain the
basic features of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and its impact on
emergency management.

AVA19334VN03CFV, $154.

Emergency
Communications
with Hearing or
Speech Impaired Persons
(4/25/90)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute VHS, 1990.

Focuses upon enhanced
communications with deaf persons in
emergency and disaster
environments, and is designed to
enhance partnership between speech
and hearing impaired persons and
local emergency managers and
broadcasters. Includes national
audience interaction with the deaf.

AVA18488VN01CFV, $127.

MISCELLANEOUS

Donations Management
(9/20/95)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
90-minute VHS, 1995.

Concentrates on training state and
local emergency management
personnel, corporations, voluntary
agencies, civic clubs, and elected
officials on effective donations
management techniques: donations
strategies; concept of operations;
public awareness and preplanning
factors; and donations coordinator
team functions.

AVA19801VNB1CFV, $55.

Recruiting and Retraining
Volunteers: Preserving a
National Resource
(8/18/93)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1993.
Offers strategies that have been
successfully used by volunteer and
emergency medical service
organizations to recruit and retrain
members. The programming identifies
and recommends a marketing process
that volunteer organizations should
consider to maintain, enhance, and
preserve their membership base.

AVA19362VN01CFV, $66.
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ENVIRONMENT

FORESTS

For the Long Run
National Park Service
20-minute VHS, 1991.

Presents the issue of acid deposition
on national park resources.

AVA18602VNB1CFV, $55.

Regulating Hazardous
Waste at Wood
Preservation Facilities
Environmental Protection Agency
30-minute VHS, 1997.
Addresses the regulation of hazardous
waste at wood preserving facilities. It
includes a brief history and operation
of the wood preserving industry, a
summary of the hazardous wastes
regulated by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), and a review of the
regulations, promulgated under RCRA
in 1990, that apply to wood
preservation. The regulations are
described by taking you through a
wood preserving operation and
pointing out where and how the rules
apply. Areas of principle focus are;
processes that generate hazardous
waste, drip pad requirements and
standards, tank storage and storage
yard requirements. After each topic, a
question and answer presentation is
made.

AVA20082VNB1, $55.

USEPA, 1993 Land
Disposal Restrictions:
Treatment Technologies
for Hazardous Debris
Environmental Protection Agency
24-minute VHS, 1993.

Presents an overview of treatment
technologies regulations for hazardous
debris under the Land Disposal
Restrictions Program.

AVA19501VNB1CFV, $55.

SPILL CONTROL

Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure
Training Series, Highlights:
Protecting the
Environment from Oil
Spills
Environmental Protection Agency
37-minute VHS, 1996.

Presents an overview of the SPCC
regulations and protecting the
environment from oil spills. It is a
highlight compilation from the 4-hour
SPCC series below.

AVA19901VNB1CFV, $60.

Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure
Training Series,
Parts 1-4: The Law, Drilling
for Oil
Environmental Protection Agency
58-minute VHS, 1994.
Gives an overview of the SPCC
regulations, regulated community, and
SPCC plan requirements; an overview
of the Oil Production Act (OPA) of ’90
Federal Response Plan (FRP)
requirements; an explanation of
drilling operations and equipment; a
description of well completion
process, well fluid flow, and complete
well configurations; and inspection
and SPCC requirements at drilling and
well sites.

AVA19902VNB1CFV, $60.

Visions of the Wild
Forest Service
23-minute VHS, 1990.

Interpretative video about the
American wilderness and how it was
used in the historical past and how it
is being used and managed by the
Forest Service today.

AVA18890VNB1CFV, $55.

LAND POLLUTION

Bioremediation:
A Primer Video
Environmental Protection Agency
36-minute VHS, 1994.
Covers the basic concepts behind
bioremediation, how the technology is
used, and the future potential of the
technology. It is targeted to a technical
audience, but does not assume any
prior knowledge of biological
processes. It should be useful for
engineers, scientists, managers, site
owners, and regulators involved in site
remediation.

AVA19791VNB1CFV, $60.
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Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure
Training Series,
Parts 5-7: Processing,
Gathering and Shipping
Oil
Environmental Protection Agency
49-minute VHS, 1994.
Describes oil well production facilities,
equipment, and processes; gathering
line systems and crude oil truck
transport; crude oil pipeline systems
and inspection of nontransportation-
related components; oil storage at
terminals and tank farms; and
inspection and SPCC requirements at
these sites.

AVA19903VNB1CFV, $60.

Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure
Training Series,
Parts 8-10: Refining the
Crude Oil
Environmental Protection Agency
49-minute VHS, 1994.
Describes typical refinery operations
and processes and SPCC requirements
at refineries.

AVA19904VNB1CFV, $60.

Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure
Training Series,
Parts 11-15: The End
Products and Users
Environmental Protection Agency
51-minute VHS, 1994.

Describes gas processing at refineries;
petrochemical facilities and processes;
SPCC requirements at petrochemical
plants; storing oil and oil products;
product pipelines; inspection and
SPCC requirements at end-user
facilities (hospitals, utilities, etc.) and
waste reclamation facilities; and
inspection procedures and reports.

AVA19905VNB1CFV, $60.

WATER POLLUTION

Legacy for Wings
Forest Service
28-minute VHS, 1991.

Discusses a waterfowl management
program which questions wetlands
problems and focuses on the forest
service program as a solution.

AVA18895VNB1CFV, $55.

The Fragile
Ring of Life
U.S. Information Agency
54-minute VHS, 1997.

Demonstrates the worldwide
destruction of coral reefs and some
of the efforts made in seven
representative countries to save the
remaining living reefs. Filmed in
Jamaica, Florida, Palau, Egypt, Jordan,
Israel, and Sri Lanka.

AVA19967VNB1CFV, $60.

The Power to Protect:
Three Stories about
Groundwater
Environmental Protection Agency
30-minute VHS, 1990.

This documentary shows three
different communities that are
protecting their precious groundwater
supplies, which shows realistic,
successful examples.

AVA19273VNB1CFV, $55.

Trashing the Oceans
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
8-minute VHS, 1988.
Calls attention to one of the biggest
environmental problems facing the
oceans, the indiscriminate disposal of
garbage and its effect on sea life,
ships propellers, and beaches.

AVA17336VNB1CFV, $50.

Turning the Tide: Keeping
Pollution
at Bay
Environmental Protection Agency
31-minute VHS, 1991.
Explores the pollution of a typical
estuary (Buzzards Bay).

AVA19274VNB1CFV, $60.

U.S. EPA Freshwater
Culturing Methods for
\Ceriodophnia dubia and
Fathead Minnow
(Pimephales promelas)
Environmental Protection Agency
42-minute VHS, 1990.

Presents guidelines for setting up and
maintaining Ceriodophnia dubia cultures
and fathead minnows for use in aquatic
toxicity tests. Topics covered include
choosing and preparing the appropriate
water, preparing the foods, culturing the
animals, and providing neonates for
testing. (Similar videos are available for
other species.)

AVA18254VNB1CFV, $60.

FIRE FIGHTING

MANAGEMENT

Arson Detection for the
First Responder –
Instructor Package
National Fire Academy
270-minute VHS, 322 slides, 226-page
instructor guide, 214-page reproducible
student manual, 1996.
Provides training for the initial responder
to recognize the signs of an intentionally
set fire, preserve evidence, and properly
report the information.

AVA19931KK00CFV, $225.

AVA19932BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $100.
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Danger Zone
National Fire Academy
20-minute VHS, 1988.
Senior fire officers discuss incidents
that involved firefighter deaths, and
explore the impact of these incidents
on the development of their safety
programs.

AVA17301VNB1CFV, $40.

Evolving Trends in
Fire Service EMS Today
(2/25 - 2/26/94)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
300-minutes on 3 VHS, 1994.

The 12th Annual EMS Today
Conference and Exposition highlights
include: pre-hospital care research
projects; National Emergency Training
Center; emergency incident
rehabilitation; survival strategies for
fire service EMS; fire chief and
medical director cooperation; and
innovations in EMS equipment.

AVA19508VN03CFV, $176.

Fire Service Supervision:
Increasing Personal
Effectiveness
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
141 slides, one audiocassette, 386-page
instructor’s guide, 166-page
reproducible student manual,
78 overhead masters, 1985.

Covers managerial style and personal
performance, time management,
stress management, and personal/
professional development planning.

AVA13014SS00CFV, $175.

AVA13015BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $110.

Fire Service Supervision:
Increasing Team
Effectiveness
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
137 slides, one audiocassette, 448-page
instructor’s guide, 180-page
reproducible student manual, 87
overhead masters, 1985.
Covers motivating others,
interpersonal communications,
counseling, group dynamics, and
conflict resolution.

AVA13016SS00CFV, $205.

AVA13017BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $110.

Fire Weather
National Park Service
39-minute VHS, 1992.

Shows the effect weather can have on
behavior of forest or wildland fires.

AVA19002VNB1CFV, $60.

Firefighter Safety
and Survival:
The Company Officer’s
Responsibility
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
65-minute VHS, 431 slides, 518-page
instructor’s guide, 158-page
reproducible student manual, 1988.
Provides the company officer with the
skills and knowledge to effectively
control the firstline safety of
firefighters during routine and
emergency operations.

AVA17299KK00CFV, $295.

AVA17309BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $95.

Hazardous Materials
Incident Analysis
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
454 slides, 4 audiocassettes, 210-page
instructor’s guide, 142-page
reproducible student manual,
4 overhead masters, 1992.
Emergency response personnel will
learn to analyze and assess the
potential effects of hazardous
materials involved at fire and other
emergencies.

AVA11873SS00CFV, $215.

AVA11874BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $120.

Instructional Techniques
For Company Officers
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
107 slides, 262-page instructor’s guide,
74-page reproducible student manual,
210 paper overhead masters, 1983.
The course introduces instructional
terms and methods proven effective
in fire service training.

AVA09554SS00CFV, $125.

AVA09555BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $100.

Leadership: Strategies for
Company Success
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
15-minute VHS, 350-page instructor’s
guide, 116-page reproducible student
manual,
157 overheads master, 1993.

Addresses techniques and approaches
to problem solving, identifying and
assessing the needs of the company
officer’s subordinates, and effectively
running meetings in the fire service
environment.

AVA19397VNB1CFV, $175.

AVA19398BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $100.
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Leadership: Strategies for
Personal Success
(Instructor Materials)
National Fire Academy
18-minute VHS, 434-page instructor’s
guide, 140-page reproducible student
manual, 190 paper overhead masters,
1993.
Addresses ethics, use and abuse of
power at the company officer level,
creativity in the fire service
environment, and managing the
multiple role of the company officer.

AVA19399VNB1CFV, $175.

AVA19400BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $110.

Leadership: Strategies for
Supervisory Success
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
18-minute VHS, 418-page instructor’s
guide, 144-page reproducible student
manual, 210 paper overhead masters,
1993.
Addresses when and how to delegate
to subordinates, assessing personal
leadership styles through situational
leadership, when and how to
discipline subordinates, and coaching/
motivating techniques for
management level personnel.

AVA19395VNB1CFV, $175.

AVA19396BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $110.

Managing Company
Tactical Operations:
Decision Making
356 color slides, (1) audiocassette, (1)
356-page instructor guide, and (1) 176-
page student manual reproduction
master, 1991.
This second of four courses continues
to teach the skills and abilities needed
to provide effective initial command
and to implement and manage
tactical operations. This course is
designed to develop supervisory and
management skills in structural
firefighting operation; examine critical
elements of situation assessment and
decision making for structural
firefighting operations.

AVA18864SS00CFV, $250.

AVA18868BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $110.

Managing Company
Tactical Operations:
Preparation
National Fire Academy
383 color slides, (1) audiocassette, (1)
480-page instructor guide, and (1) 208-
page student manual reproduction
master, 1991.

Here you will learn how to develop
your attitude, knowledge, skills and
abilities to effectively provide initial
command. You will also develop your
knowledge, skills and abilities to
effectively implement and manage
tactical operations. This is the first of
four courses in the series. This course
is designed to: develop supervisory
and management skills in structural
firefighting operations, examine
critical elements of pre-incident
preparation for structural firefighting
operations, examine the company
commander's role in fireground
operations, company readiness,
communications process, building
construction, and fire behavior.

AVA18861SS00CFV, $250.

AVA18867BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $130.

Managing Company
Tactical Operations:
Simulations
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
612 slides, 28-page instructor’s guide,
114-page reproducible student manual,
601-pages of fire scenarios and
overhead masters, 1995.
This entire package is simulation
based and provides for integrated
application of the Incident Command
System (ICS), command decision-
making, and the supervision and
management of tactical operations.

AVA19733KK00CFV, $430.

AVA19734BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $85.

Managing Company
Tactical Operations: Tactics
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
346 slides, 703-page instructor’s guide,
314-page reproducible student manual
master, 1993.

Teaches the management skills
needed by company officers to
accomplish assigned tactics at
structure fires: Rescue and ventilation;
confinement and extinguishment;
water supply; exposures and
defensive operations; and salvage,
overhaul, and support.

AVA19296KK00CFV, $345.

AVA19297BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $135.

Managing in a
Changing Environment
(Instructor Materials)
National Fire Academy
358 minutes on four VHS, 364-page
instructor guide, 138-page reproducible
student manual, 9-page exam
with answer key, 1995.
Covers the skills and techniques mid-
level managers need. Gives an
overview of various influences
affecting fire service operations.

AVA19813VNB4CFV, $225.

AVA19814BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $100.
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National Town Hall
Meeting on Training in
Arson Prevention and
Control (7/13/95)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1995.
Keyed to rural and volunteer
organizations, presents an overview of
the six special focus workshops from
the symposium. This broadcast was
conducted as part of the National
Symposium on Arson Prevention and
Control.

AVA19785VNB1CFV, $66.

Out of Chaos
National Fire Academy
15-minute VHS, 1989.

Surveys the need for the Incident
Command System. Addresses
different incidents in both large and
small communities with both career
and volunteer fire departments.

AVA17897VNB1CFV, $30.

Sandy Lee’s Story
National Fire Academy
46-minute VHS, 1988.

Firefighter Sandy Lee gives a gripping
personal account of her experiences
following an accident in which she fell
off an apparatus enroute to an
incident.

AVA17305VNB1CFV, $35.

Shaping the Future
(Instructor Materials)
National Fire Academy
346-minutes on 4 VHS, 372-page
instructor guide, 158-page reproducible
student manual, 1995.
Covers the skills and techniques mid-
level managers need — reframing
problems, problem-solving,
communication, and managing
change.

AVA19815VNB4CFV, $225.

AVA19816BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $115.

Smoke Management
Techniques
National Park Service
20-minute VHS, 1990.
Prescribed burning produces smoke
containing air pollutants that can
impair visibility and affect human
health. This tape demonstrates the
effectiveness of various smoke
management techniques for reducing
smoke and air pollution.

AVA19363VNB1CFV, $55.

Standardized Basic
Aircraft Rescue And
Firefighting Curriculum
(Instructor Package)
Federal Aviation Administration
344 slides, 182-page instructor’s guide,
43 overhead masters, 12-page aircraft
diagrams, 12-page exam master, 12-
pages of answers, 1989.

Relates basic aircraft rescue
firefighting principles and reinforces
their skills for operating the rescue
and firefighting equipment available
at a local airport.

AVA17555SS00CFV

AVA17556BB00CFV
Set of 10 student manuals

Training Safety: Lessons
for the Future
National Fire Academy
9-minute VHS, 1988.

Two training accidents are compared
to highlight important procedure and
policy considerations to better ensure
live fire training safety.

AVA17307VNB1CFV, $25.

Wildfire Strikes Home -
Issues and Strategies in
Wildland/Urban Interface
(10/91)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute VHS, 1991.
Designed to help local and state fire
service professionals develop a better
understanding of the wildland/urban
interface. More residences are being
built in forests and woodlands,
causing the intermingling of
residential structures with highly
flammable vegetation. Highlights the
work being done to address the
growing fire threats.

AVA19008VN03CFV, $105.

Wildland/Urban Interface
Fire Protection (Complete
Package)
National Fire Academy
46-minute VHS, 140-page textbook,
106-page workbook masters, 1989.

This self-study package deals with the
growing problem of fires where urban
development meets wildlands.
Provides you with the skills and
expertise you need to assess local
wildland/urban interface fire problems
and recognize and use effective
protection strategies.

AVA17767VNB1CFV, $100.
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Ask for our brochure on
Fire Service Training Packages,

PR-986CFV, by calling
1-800-553-NTIS (6847) or

(703) 605-6000.

GOVERNMENT
MANAGEMENT

Boards of Investigation: An
Overview
Veterans Administration
19-minute VHS, 1993.

Presents the process and procedures
involved in conducting boards of
investigation and discusses how to
plan a board, collect evidence, gather
testimony, explain employee and
witness rights, and write a report.

AVA19301VNB1CFV, $55.

Case Book for
Public Land Surveying
Bureau of Land Management
336 pages, 1995.

Presents a variety of surveying
problems and cases for the student to
consider. Assists in developing an
understanding of problems the
student may encounter in the field.

AVA19616BB00CFV, $66.

Federal Supply Service
Sales Program: Selling
Your Federal Property
General Services Administration
8-minute VHS, 1995.

Promotes the advantages of using
Federal Supply Service sales office to
sell excess property. It is a marketing
piece.

AVA19790VNB1CFV, $50.

Women in the Fire Service
(11/4/92).
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute VHS, 1992.
Current issues facing women in the
fire-rescue services are discussed.

AVA19214VN03CFV, $154.

PUBLIC OUTREACH

Arson Prevention in Our
Churches (8/22/96)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
80-minute VHS, 1996.

Includes discussions on securing the
building and premises, internal
security, community awareness and
cooperation and general information
on arson investigations.

AVA19938VNB1CFV, $50.

Building Construction for
Fire Suppression Forces:
Principles, Wood, and
Ordinary Construction
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
396 slides, 478-page instructor’s guide,
2 audiocassettes, 36 paper overhead
masters, 280-page reproducible student
manual, 1986.
Provides an introduction to basic
construction principles and the special
characteristics of wood and ordinary
construction as they concern
firefighter safety.

AVA15977SS00CFV, $190.

AVA15978BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $130.

Implementation of Public
Education in Volunteer
Fire Departments
(9/15/93)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minute VHS, 1993.

Discusses ways that volunteer fire
departments can implement
successful public education programs.

AVA19391VN03CFV, $154.

Introduction
to Fire Inspections –
Principles and Practices
National Fire Academy
484 slides, 30-minute VHS, 554-page
instructor’s guide, 330-page
reproducible student manual, 1996.
Helps the new fire inspector
understand the scope of knowledge
required and identifies the various
steps in the inspection process.
Includes instructor guide and student
manual master.

AVA19927KK00CFV, $300.

AVA19928BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $125.

Public Fire
Education Planning
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
318 slides, 5 audiocassettes, 596-page
instructor’s guide, 278-page
reproducible student manual, 29
overhead masters, 1983.

Topics include introduction to public
fire education, establishing
community support, identifying local
fire and burn problems, selecting,
designing, implementing and
evaluating a community fire safety
program.

AVA09905SS00CFV, $235.

AVA09906BB00CFV,
Set of 10 student manuals, $125.

U.S. Fire Administration
Fire Prevention/Education
Showcase - A
Videocassette of
Successful Programs
(10/23/91)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
120-minute VHS, 1991.

Shows how to improve the
effectiveness of local fire prevention
efforts.

AVA19006VN01CFV, $44.
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The Evolving Role of
Government: Federal
Managers in the 21st
Century (3/10/93)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
210-minutes on 2 VHS, 1993.
Discusses some successful, innovative
approaches in human resources;
finances and budget; and
management.

AVA19290VN02CFV, $121.

Thrift Savings Plan for
Law Enforcement Officers
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
18-minute VHS, 1994.
Explains the federal government’s
Thrift Savings Plan as it relates to the
federal law enforcement officer. The
tape follows a new BOP recruit as he
begins to understand just how
important TSP is to his future security
and the security of his family.

AVA18927VNB1CFV, $50.

ETHICS

Color it Confidential
Department of Defense
20-minute VHS, 1995.
A fresh and entertaining approach to
explaining the confidential financial
disclosure form. Using real life
situations, it deals with such issues as
honoraria, liabilities, assets, spousal
employment, gifts, travel
reimbursements, and partnerships.

AVA19804VNB1CFV, $55.

FLETC Integrity in the
Workplace
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
23-minute VHS, 1990.
Informs what is and is not ethical
behavior. Not only explores conduct
that might be illegal, but also warns of
conduct that might give the
impression of wrong doing.

AVA18253VNB1CFV

Integrity in Public Service:
Earning the Public’s Trust
Office of Government Ethics
19-minute VHS, 1993.

Designed for federal government
ethics training programs and suitable
for training all levels of employees. An
on-screen narrator guides the user
through vignettes while discussing
applicable rules.

AVA19802VNB1CFV, $55.

Public Financial Disclosure:
A Closer Look
Office of Government Ethics
13-minute VHS, 1995.
Exposes those employees who are
required to file a public financial
disclosure form to the reasons why
the form is needed and the
importance of completing it
accurately.

AVA19788VNB1CFV, $50.

The Ethical Choice: Ethics
for Special Government
Employees (Closed
Captioned)
Office of Government Ethics
22-minute VHS, 1995.
Follows three special government
employees through some of the
ethical hurdles they face in the course
of their government work.

AVA19673VNB1CFV, $55.

HEALTH

ADMINISTRATION

Continuous Quality
Improvement for Public
Health
Centers for Disease Control
180-minutes on 2 VHS, 1995.

Three-hour video to train public health
officials in principles of continuous
quality improvement.

(For use with training package,
PB95-780011CFV, $19)

AVA19660VNB2CFV, $65.

Ethical Issues
at the End of Life
Veterans Administration
11-minute VHS, 1995.
Three vignettes raise issues that are
faced on a daily basis by caregivers,
patients, families and members of
ethics advisory committees.

AVA19919VNB1CFV, $50.

Gene Therapy: Medicine
of the Future
National Institutes of Health
10-minute VHS, 1992.
Discusses what gene therapy is and
how it works; what it is used for
today and the potential for the future;
and current research using gene
therapy. Includes graphic illustrations
and B-Roll.

AVA19248VNB1CFV, $50.

How to Turn a Hospital
System into a Health Care
System
Veterans Administration
133-minute VHS, 1995.

Illustrates how successful hospital
programs can be adopted and
implemented by health care systems
for larger applications.

AVA19923VNB1CFV, $65.
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Medical Device Reporting
(MDR) Teleconference
Food and Drug Administration
162-minute VHS, 1996.
Explains how to comply with the
Medical Device Reporting (MDR)
regulation.

AVA19843VNB2CFV, $115.

Patient Costing
Veterans Administration
12-minute VHS, 1994.

Familiarizes viewers with the patient
costing process. Discusses the
importance of accurate data input,
identifies patient costing sources, and
discusses the costing process and its
impact on the medical center’s
budget.

AVA19515VNB1CFV, $50.

Responsible Conduct in VA
Biomedical Research
Veterans Administration
31-minute VHS, 1995.
Outlines the standards of appropriate
research behavior and clarifies the
dimensions of good laboratory and
research practice.

AVA19822VNB1CFV, $60.

VA Health Series
Veterans Administration
This series trains new medical center
staff of Veterans Administration
hospitals. Each video fully covers the
hospital procedures for the subject
indicated by the title.

An Introduction
9-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18983VNB1CFV, $50.

Admitting Procedures
11-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18981VNB1CFV, $50.

Consultations
8-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18985VNB1CFV, $50.

Discharge Procedures
16-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18989VNB1CFV, $55.

Diagnostic Testing
9-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18987VNB1CFV, $50.

Emergency Codes
12-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18991VNB1CFV, $50.

Interfacility Transfers
8-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18993VNB1CFV, $50.

Interward Transfers
9-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18995VNB1CFV, $50.

Seriously Ill Patients,
Dying and Death
14-minute VHS, 1990.
AVA18997VNB1CFV, $50.

CHILD CARE

And Down Will Come Baby
(Closed Captioned)
Department of Education
17-minute VHS, 39-page teacher’s
discussion guide, 1994.

Discusses the effects of exposure to
alcohol and other drugs on the fetus
during pregnancy.

AVA19693VNB1CFV, $45.

And We Were Sad,
Remember?
Department of Education
24-minute VHS, 1978.
Shows how our attempts to conceal
death from children are not only
ineffective, but harmful to children.
Shows parents how to help children
deal with death. Includes a viewer
guide. (From the Footsteps Series; ask
about the other titles in the series.)

AVA02405VNB1CFV, $55.

The ABC’s of Safe and
Healthy Child Care:
Handwashing and
Diapering, Pts. 1 and 2
Centers for Disease Control
7-minute VHS, 1994.

Demonstrates procedures for
handwashing and diapering that will
help prevent the spread of infection.
Even the most experienced provider
should benefit.

AVA19692VNB1CFV, $50.

Your Baby: Protecting Your
Baby from Hepatitis B
Centers for Disease Control
19-minute VHS, 1993.

Tells prospective parents how to
protect a newborn from Hepatitis B.
It also discusses prenatal screening of
the mother and immunization of the
infant.

AVA19527VNB1CFV, $55.
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Lyme Disease
National Institutes of Health
10-minute VHS, 1991.
Discusses what Lyme disease is, what
causes it, how to avoid getting it and
how it is treated. Includes interview
with doctor.

AVA18808VNB1CFV, $50.

Medication Counseling in
the Pharmacy
Department of Veterans Affairs
26-minute VHS, 19-page instructor’s
guide, 27-page user’s guide, 1994.
Designed to provide pharmacists with
skills and techniques to counsel
patients effectively.

AVA19700VNB1CFV, $55.

Oral Health Care for the
Geriatric Patient: Self Care
Methods for Patients
Veterans Administration
9-minute VHS, 1991.

Describes techniques for the elderly to
maintain oral health.

AVA18902VNB1CFV, $50.

Also see titles listed under
Sexually Transmitted Diseases

on page 25.

DISEASES AND CONDITIONS

Allergic Diseases
National Institutes of Health
12-minute VHS, 1991.

Discusses what causes allergies, how
they work, who develops allergies,
how they are treated; also discusses
symptoms, causes and treatment for
asthma.

AVA18800VNB1CFV, $50.

Alzheimer’s Disease:
Natural Feeding
Techniques
Veterans Administration
14-minute VHS, 1995.
Identifies feeding problems of
patients with dementia of the
Alzheimer’s type and discusses
feeding strategies, diet, and impact of
successful management of these
problems.

AVA19921VNB1CFV, $50.

Childhood Asthma Project
(English Version)
University of Texas Health Science
Center
32-minute VHS, 1992.

Provides peer role modeling and skills
reinforcement by showing Hispanic
children with asthma performing self-
management tasks at home and
school. Topics include symptom
recognition, avoiding emergency case,
exercise, breathing meter, medications,
medication plans, asthma courses and
cigarette smoking.

AVA19820VNB1CFV, $60.

Childhood
Asthma Project
(Spanish Version)
University of Texas Health Science
Center
32-minute VHS, 1992.
AVA19821VNB1CFV, $60.

Hand-Arm Vibration
Syndrome
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
25-minute VHS, 1990.

Covers the etiology, symptomatology,
assessment, and treatment of this
condition.

AVA19270VNB1CFV, $55.

Hospice Medicine:
Pain and Symptom
Management
Department of Veterans Affairs
16-minute VHS, 1994.
Explains the principles relating to pain
and symptom management for the
terminally ill. Describes the
differences in philosophy and
approach between curative and
palliative care.

AVA19580VNB1CFV, $55.

Hyperactivity
National Institutes of Health
8-minute VHS, 1992.

Discusses hyperactivity – its
symptoms, diagnostic techniques,
treatment options, who is likely to
have it, and current research.

AVA19249VNB1CFV, $50.

CHARGE YOUR ORDER! 1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern time. Monday through Friday.

Prices are subject to change.
Order through the Internet 24 hours a day: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

MasterCardVISA AMERICAN
    EXPRESS
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Core Curriculum on
Tuberculosis - 1994 – What
the Clinician Should Know
Centers for Disease Control
92 slides, 1994.
Slides present basic information about
tuberculosis that could be useful in
developing educational programs and
reference manuals for health care
professionals.

AVA19830SS00CFV

Decontamination
Procedures for Hospital
Personnel
Veterans Administration
7-minute VHS, 1996.

Provides an overview of
decontamination from hazardous
substances, appropriate equipment,
personal protective gear and
procedures. Includes demonstrations
depicting decontamination of self and/
or patients prior to or after arriving at
a medical treatment facility.

AVA19974VNB1CFV, $50.

Delivering the Prescription
for Hemodialysis
Food and Drug Administration
32-minute VHS, 1994.
Shows how the physician determines
what prescription is needed, what the
components of the dialysis
prescription are, and how critical a
role they play in the process. Features
brief comments from world renowned
renal specialists.

AVA19241VNB1CFV, $55.

MEDICAL PROCEDURES

AND ANTISEPSIS

Central Venous Catheter
Complications: Parts 1-3
Food and Drug Administration
190-minute VHS, 19-page guide, 1993.

Addresses
CVC
complications,
and how to
avoid
them. Part I
deals with
surgical
landmarks;
catheter
selection;
actual CVC
placements.
Part II -

Radiology case reviews; pathology
reviews. Part III - Infection control and
aseptic techniques; peripherally
inserted catheters; home care
concerns with CVC placement.

AVA18176VNB3CFV, $105.

Chemical/Physical
Restraint Avoidance
in Long Term Care
Health Care Financing Administration
59-minute VHS, 1996.
Discusses alternatives to chemical and
physical restraints in nursing homes.
The purpose is to: determine when
psychopharmacological drugs or
physical restraint usage is
noncompliant with regulations;
understand alternative international
techniques available for dealing with
behavioral symptoms; and share the
knowledge and information gained
with experienced professionals.

AVA19918VNB2CFV, $60.

Epidemiology and
Prevention of Viral
Hepatitis A,B,C,D,E:
An Overview
Centers for Disease Control
67 slides, 1996.
Presents an overview of the clinical
and epidemiologic features for viral
hepatitis A,B,C,D,E and prevention
measures for these infections.

AVA19900SS00CFV

Human Factors in
Hemodialysis
Health and Human Services
24-minute VHS, 1987.
This program is intended for staff of
hemodialysis facilities. It describes
four ways in which human errors can
be avoided during dialysis.

AVA17743VNB1CFV, $44.

Infection Control
for Hemodialysis
Health and Human Services
44-minute VHS, 1990.
Emphasizes that health care workers and
patients are at increased risk of infection
with hemodialysis. Hepatitis B and HIV
transmission prevention are stressed.

AVA17726VNB1CFV, $44.
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Nursing Staff Review:
Infection Control
Veterans Administration
5 diskettes, 1996.
This Infection Control package on
diskette consists of an infection control
education program and a testing
component. The content portion
allows for user entry of facility-specific
information. A Test Results program
has an easy to use spreadsheet to sort
and print test results.

AVA19958FLOPCFV, $55.

Reprocessing of
Hemodialyzers
Health and Human Services
32-minute VHS, 1990.

Discusses the responsibilities of
facilities which reuse dialyzers under
the Health Care Financing
Administration’s regulations regarding
to the reprocessing of hemodialyzers.

AVA18426VNB1CFV, $60.

Sexual Trauma Sensitivity
Veterans Administration
34-minute VHS, 1996.

Helps the front line people in VBA and
VHA who first see women veterans to
understand the best way to interact
with women veterans who may have
been sexually traumatized.

AVA19976VNB1CFV, $60.

Water Treatment in
Hemodialysis
Health and Human Services
30-minute VHS, 1989.
Describes practices and procedures to
assure that levels of contaminants in
water used to prepare dialysate
doesn’t reach levels which can be
harmful to patients.

AVA17754VNB1CFV, $44.

MEDICARE

Understanding Medicare:
Medicare in Simple Terms
(Revised)
Health and Human Services
10-minute VHS, 1992.

Shows the viewer how to resolve
questions or problems with Medicare
quickly through toll-free telephone
help numbers and provides
information on the latest changes.
AVA19063VNB1CFV, $50.

PATHOLOGY

Basic Medical Pathology
Series
This National Library of Medicine
series uses organ photographs,
photomicographs and graphics to
demonstrate pathology in the
following categories

(The last item in this box must be
purchased to accompany any of the
videodiscs (order numbers preceded by
an *) unless previouly purchased.)

Basic Medical Pathology - Acute
Inflammation I: Exudadtes and
Phargocytosis

28-minute VHS, 1989 (released 1994).

AVA19664VNB1CFV, $55.
*AVA19607VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Acute
Inflammation II: Biochemical
Mediators

28-minute VHS, 1989 (released 1994).

AVA19665VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19608VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Cellular
Accumulations

28-minute VHS, 1993 (released 1994).

AVA19671VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19612VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Cellular
Alterations and Adaptations

28-minute VHS, 1993 (released 1994).

AVA19669VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19602VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Chronic
Inflammation and Wound Healing
28-minute VHS, 1989 (released 1994).

AVA19666VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19609VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Circulation
I: Edema, Congestion and Shock
28-minute VHS, 1989 (released 1994).
AVA19662VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19605VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Circulation
II: Thrombosis, Embolism and
Infarction
28-minute VHS, 1988 (released 1994).
AVA19663VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19606VP00CFV, $220.
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SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED

DISEASES

1996 STD
Surveillance Report
Centers for Disease Control
59 slides, 1997.

Includes charts, graphs, and tables on
the various sexually transmitted
diseases.

AVA20125SS00CFV, $75.

AIDS/HIV Educational
Video Clips
Veterans Administration
17-minute VHS, 36-page guidebook,
1993.
Provides seven brief video clips of
medical center situations to help
generate discussion of major concerns
surrounding HIV/AIDS.

AVA19302VNB1CFV, $55.

At Home with Aids
Veterans Administration
28-minute VHS, 22-page guide book,
1993.
Instructs caregivers in the principles of
universal precautions, nutritional
needs in the presence of HIV wasting
syndrome, and common skin
problems.

AVA19036VNB1CFV, $55.

AZT Therapy for Early HIV
Infection
Health and Human Services
29-minute VHS, 1990.
Presents highlights from a state-of-the-
art meeting on early intervention in
HIV infection in 1990. Provides health
professionals with guidelines for the
treatment of asymptomatic HIV-
infected individuals.

AVA18949VNB1CFV, $55.

CDC Sexually Transmitted
Diseases Clinical Slides
Centers for Disease Control
67 slides, 2-page slide script, 1996.

Presents clinical pictures of sexually
transmitted diseases including
syphilis, gonococcal symptoms,
gonorrhea, granuloma, herpes,
condyloma, LGV, molluscum
contagiosum, and lice and scabies.

AVA19935SS00CFV, $70.

SOCIAL SERVICES

Caution:
Adolescents At Risk
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development
21-minute VHS, 1991.

Designed for health professionals
working with adolescents. Adolescents
recount personal struggles in their
lives such as homelessness, drinking
and driving, pregnancy, substance
abuse, gangs, violence, prejudice, and
peer pressure. Methods to improve
communication between adults and
adolescents are suggested.

AVA19523VNB1CFV, $55.

Family Style Dining in
Child Care Settings
U.S. Army
16-minute VHS, 1991.

Explains what family style dining is
and what makes this type of dining
work. Provides helpful techniques for
children of different age groups and
its benefits.

AVA19032VNB1CFV, $55.

Basic Medical Pathology -
Morphological Expressions
of Cell injury
28-minute VHS, 1983 (released 1994).

AVA19672VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19603VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Necrosis
28-minute VHS, 1988 (released 1994).

AVA19670VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19604VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Neoplasia
I: Nomenclature of Benign vs.
Malignant States
28-minute VHS, 1990 (released 1994).

AVA19667VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19610VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Neoplasia
II: Metastasis and Differentiation
28-minute VHS, 1990 (released 1994).
AVA19668VNB1CFV, $55.

*AVA19611VP00CFV, $220.

Basic Medical Pathology - Computer
Program Diskettes
User guides on 3.5-inch diskette in
ASCII and WordPerfect version (must be
purchased to accompany any of the
above videodiscs unless previouly
purchased)

AVA19613FLOPCFV

*(interactive optical videodisc)
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Relapse Prevention
Health and Human Services
24-minute VHS, 33-page user’s guide,
1992.
The changing focus in treatment
toward relapse, relapse being a part of
the treatment process, is explored via
the application of various techniques.
The accompanying user’s guide
provides information on the
components of relapse prevention.

AVA19045VNB1CFV, $55.

VA Drug-Free Workplace:
Lab Testing Procedures
Veterans Administration
18-minute VHS, 1993.

Describes the VA drug testing
program. It covers how employees
rights are protected, confidentiality is
maintained, and samples are
collected, and discusses the accuracy
of the laboratory drug testing
procedures used.

AVA17246VNB1CFV, $55.

THERAPY

Coping with the Changing
Seasons
National Institutes of Health
12-minute VHS, 1991.

Discusses the causes, symptoms, and
treatments for seasonal affective
disorder.

AVA18812VNB1CFV, $50.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Adolescent Treatment
Approaches
Health and Human Services
25-minute VHS, 1992.

Stresses the importance of
understanding the specific needs that
accompany adolescents’ development
as the key to success in treatment.
The role of family therapy is
examined. Other types of treatment
programs also are presented.

AVA19048VNB1CFV, $55.

Assessment
Health and Human Services
22-minute VHS, 20-page user’s guide,
1992.

Provides an overview of the
assessment. Specific adult and
adolescent tools examined include the
Addiction Severity Index, the Problem
Oriented Screening Instrument for
Teenagers, the Adolescent Problems
Severity Index, and the Personal
Experience Inventory.

AVA19046VNB1CFV, $50.

Assessing Client Needs
Using the Addiction
Severity Index (ASI)
Health and Human Services
129-minute VHS, 248-page instructor’s
guide, 156-page resource manual, 68-
page handbook, 7 pages of form
masters, 1995.

The ASI is a structured clinical
interview used to rate the severity
of a wide range of problems in a
drug treatment client’s life during
a 50-minute face to face session.
This package instructs drug treatment
professionals in how to use the ASI.

AVA19615VNB2CFV, $63.

Home Street Home:
A Training Tool for
Helping Homeless
Veterans
Veterans Administration
188-minute VHS, 1993.
Shows the VA’s homeless programs,
documentaries of homeless veterans,
and VA/community cooperative efforts
to help homeless veterans.

AVA19417VNB1CFV, $125.

Know Your Rights
(English) (Closed
Captioning)
Health Care Financing Administration
9-minute VHS, 1996.
The program explains nursing home
residents’ rights to: be treated well
and with respect; make decisions
about themselves; have the home take
care of their health needs; take part in
developing their care plan; privacy;
and complain (to whom and how).

AVA19990VNB1CFV, $50.

Know Your Rights
(Spanish)
(Closed Captioning)
9-minute VHS, 1996.
AVA19991VNB1CFV, $50.

Priority: POW
Veterans Administration
36-minute VHS, 1991.

Explores POW experience, related
diseases and conditions; POW’s
entitlements in the VA health care and
benefits systems; VA’s policies to serve
POW needs.

AVA19131VNB1CFV, $60.
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Facing Death: Images and
Insights from the Arts and
Pop Culture
Health and Human Services
61-minute VHS, 1990.

Demonstrates with humorous slides
how the arts can assist in providing
insight into and helping to cope with
deaths.

AVA18438VNB1CFV, $65.

Humor and Health:
Juggling Life’s Stresses -
An NIH Public Affairs
Forum, September 9, 1993
National Institutes of Health
59-minute VHS, 1993.

Explores the use of humor and the
juggling of scarves to reduce life’s
stresses.

AVA19534VNB1CFV, $60.

The Healing Powers
of Movement
Health and Human Services
39-minute VHS, 1990.

Discusses the concept of dance/
movement therapy and how it is used.

AVA18434VNB1CFV, $60.

WOMEN’S HEALTH

Breast Implant PMA’s:
General And Plastic
Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - February 18, 19,
20, 1992–A Series
Food and Drug Administration

Citing the special need for women
with cancer and certain other medical
conditions to have implants, the
panel recommended that FDA permit
the use of the implants under clinical
protocols to allow access to all women
requiring breast reconstruction who
needed them. The panel
recommended limited trials to study
implants for augmentation purposes.

AVA19096V0X0CFV, $1,056.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - February 18, 1992 -
Day One
11 hours on 6 VHS, 1992.

AVA19093VNB6CFV, $363.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - February 20, 1992 -
Day Three
9 hours on 5 VHS, 1992.

AVA19095VNB5CFV, $297.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - February 19, 1992 -
Day Two
12 hours on 6 VHS, 1992.

AVA19094VNB6CFV, $396.

Breast Implant PMA’s:
General and Plastic
Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - Nov. 12, 13 & 14
– A Series
Food and Drug Administration
Actual coverage of panel meeting to
discuss the safety and efficiency of
breast implants. Includes testimony of
consumers, manufacturers, and
special interest groups.

AVA19081V030CFV, $990.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - November 12, 1991,
Day One
10-hours on 5 VHS, 1991.

AVA19078VNB5CFV, $330.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - November 13, 1991 -
Day Two
12-hours on 6 VHS, 1991.

AVA19079VNB6CFV, $396.

Breast Implant PMA’s: General
and Plastic Surgery Device Panel
Meeting - November 14, 1991 -
Day Three
8-hours on 4 VHS, 1991.

AVA19080VNB4CFV, $264.

Mammography
Food and Drug Administration
6-minute VHS, 1990.
One out of every ten women will
develop breast cancer during her
lifetime. Survival depends on early
detection through frequent physical
exams and mammography. Shows
interviews with women who have
detected breast cancer through
mammography.

AVA19246VNB1CFV, $50.

Treatment Issues
for Women
Health and Human Services
22-minute VHS, 1992.

Specific issues, methods and
techniques help viewers understand
the multifaceted dimensions of
treating women who abuse drugs.
Integrating research and clinical
practice it addresses the physical,
psychological, and sociological needs
of women. The unique set of
challenges that women bring to
treatment is examined along with
mechanisms for dealing with
relationship building, sexual and
physical abuse, anger, and role
confusion.

AVA19047VNB1CFV, $55.

Women’s Health Series
(Parts 1-4).
Food and Drug Administration
21-minute VHS, 1991.

Advances in medicine and technology
have vastly improved the quality of
women’s lives, and changed the
course of serious diseases that strike
women. This special 4-part series
examines some of these advances;
specifically, new drugs to treat
endometrioses and breast cancer.
It also looks at the latest in
contraception and breast implants.

AVA19245VNB1CFV, $55.
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LANGUAGES

We offer Foreign Service Institute and
Defense Language Institute courses in
35 languages. There are dozens more
courses for the languages below, as
well as for the other languages listed
at the end of this section.

Ask for our Foreign Language Training
Catalog, PR-1002CFV.

ARABIC

Modern Written Arabic
Foreign Service Institute

The emphasis in the Modern Written
Arabic course is on reading modern
printed Arabic. The course provides
spoken exercises in Arabic and
printed transcription that are essential
to achieving mastery of the material

Modern Written Arabic, Volume 1
24 audio cassettes with text.
AV004202AE00CFV

Modern Written Arabic, Volume 2
8 audio cassettes with text.

AVA01112AE00CFV

CHINESE

Cantonese Basic Course
Foreign Service Institute

Cantonese is the principal language of
Kwantung. Almost all Americans of
Chinese descent in the United States
are of Cantonese origin. This course
deals with daily life in Hong Kong and
includes samples of speech,
explanations of basic language
structure, and a variety of practical
exercises.

Cantonese Basic Course, Units 1-15
15 audio cassettes with text.

AV004333AE00CFV

Cantonese Basic Course, Units 16-30
15 audio cassettes with text.
AV004414AE00CFV

FRENCH

Metropolitan French FAST
Foreign Service Institute

This course is designed to familiarize
you with the situations you are likely
to encounter abroad, and to provide
you with the language skills you need
to cope effectively with those
situations.

Metropolitan French FAST
10 audio cassettes with text.

AVA11115AE00CFV

GERMAN

German - Basic Course
Foreign Service Institute
The German Basic Course is designed
to provide students with useful
knowledge of the structure of the
spoken language and with a basic
vocabulary to use in both official and
social situations.

German Basic Course, Units 1-12
25 audio cassettes with text.

AV005674AE00CFV

German Basic Course, Units 13-24
25 audio cassettes with text.

\AV005674AE00CFV

JAPANESE

Beginning Japanese
Foreign Service Institute
The emphasis in the course is to teach
you to understand and speak
everyday language just as it is  spoken
by the Japanese.

Beginning Japanese,  Part 1
16 audio cassettes with text.
AVA17881AE00CFV

Beginning Japanese,  Part 2
15 audio cassettes with text.

AVA17882AE00CFV

SPANISH

Spanish for Latin America
Headstart
Defense Language Institute

Spanish for Latin America Headstart
emphasizes speaking and
understanding useful Latin American
Spanish. The course teaches you how
to communicate effectively with the
local residents in situations you are
likely to encounter.

Spanish for Latin America
Headstart, Complete Course
15 audio cassettes & textbook.

AVA11992AE00CFV

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Amharic, Bulgarian, Cambodian,
Chinyanja, Czech, Finish, Fula, Greek,
Hausa, Hebrew, Hungarian, Igbo, Iraqi
Arabic, Italian, Kirundi, Kituba,
Korean, Lao, Luganda, More, Pilipino,
Polish, Portuguese, Serbo Croatian,
Shona, Sinhalese, Swahili, Swedish,
Thai, Turkish, Twi, Vietnamese, and
Yoruba.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

JUDICIARY

A Word of Welcome to the
Federal Judicial System
Federal Judicial Center
9-minute VHS, 1991.

New judges view programs on
different aspects of their new duties,
ranging from civil and criminal
pretrial and trial procedures to using
support staff. A judge discusses
assistance available to judges and
explains the role of other entities
responsible for various aspects of
federal court administration.

AVA19288VNB1CFV
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Administration of
the Jury System and
Conduct of the Jury Trial
Federal Judicial Center
38-minute VHS, 10-page fact sheet,
1992.
A judge discusses jury administration,
including the selection process,
techniques to improve the utilization
rate, giving preliminary instructions,
and handling questions from the jury.

AVA19286VNB1CFV, $60.

An Introduction to the
Federal Courts
Federal Judicial Center
29-minute VHS, 1991.

Produced to enhance court
employees’ overall understanding of
the court system — a general
introduction to the system’s
organization, jurisdiction, and
administration.

AVA19107VNB1CFV, $55.

Criminal Trial Procedure
Federal Judicial Center
58-minute VHS, 12-page fact sheet,
1992.

A judge discusses procedures used to
control criminal trials: preliminary
instructions to the jury; voir dire;
opening statements; direct and cross-
examination; bench conferences;
illness of the defendant, counsel, or a
juror; publicity issues arising during
trial; handling guilty pleas in co-
defendant cases; preparation and
delivery of jury instructions; and
communications or requests from
deliberating jurors.

AVA19284VNB1CFV

Federal Judicial Center
Media Demo
Federal Judicial Center
11-minute VHS, 1995.
Describes how the Federal Judicial
Center uses audio, video, and
multimedia to enhance its educational
programs.

AVA19957VNB1CFV

How Criminal Cases Move
Through the District
Courts, Parts 1-4
Federal Judicial Center
226-minutes on 3 VHS, 11-page
instructors notes, 24-page part I guide,
33-page part II guide, 23-page part III
guide, 28-page part IV guide, 1991.
Using the federal rules of criminal
procedure to provide a framework,
this four part program follows a
hypothetical criminal case from arrest
through sentencing and post-trial
motions, illustrating the functions of
the court, prosecutor, and defense
attorney.

AVA19106VN03CFV, $200.

Judicial Ethics: Part I: An
Overview of Ethical Rules
in the Federal Judicial
System, and the Role of
the Codes of Conduct
Committee; Part II: A
Panel Discussion
Federal Judicial Center
116-minute VHS, 1991.

A judge explains the code of conduct,
various statutory proscriptions, and
disclosure requirements; and outlines
procedures judges should follow when
confronted with ethical problems. Part
II features a discussion of three
hypothetical ethics cases by three
judges.

AVA19282VNB1CFV

The Federal Judicial
Center: The Agency for
Continuing Education and
Research on Judicial
Administration for the
Courts of the United
States
Federal Judicial Center
28-minute VHS, 1992.
This program provides foreign visitors
an overview of the center and its
responsibilities.

AVA19281VNB1CFV, $55.

Called to Serve
Federal Judicial Center
19-minute VHS, 1995.

Designed for courts to use as part of
their orientation programs for petit
jurors in the federal courts. Welcomes
prospective jurors to the federal
courts, gives them some “do’s” and
“don’ts” about being a juror, and
encourages them to take their juror
service seriously. Includes an overview
of the jury selection and trial
processes. Closed captioned.

AVA19953VNB1CFV

Court Officers and
Support Personnel:
Resources for the District
Judge
Federal Judicial Center
31-minute VHS, 7-page fact sheet, 1993.
A judge describes how she works with
clerks of court, law clerks, secretaries
and other court staff and support
personnel. She emphasizes delegating
tasks and appropriately using the
talents and abilities of support staff.

AVA19487VNB1CFV, $60.
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POLICE

Clandestine Drug Labs
and the First Responder
(11/20/91)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
270-minutes on 2 VHS, 1991.

Provides training on the unique health
and safety risks posed by clandestine
drug labs to first responders and law
enforcement officials.

AVA19015VN02CFV, $185.

Conducting Sobriety
Checkpoint Operations
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration
26-minute VHS, 1990.

Presents basic operational procedures
for legal and safe roadside sobriety
checkpoints. Covers: preoperation
briefing; site set-up; initial driver
screening, and detailed investigation.

AVA19319VNB1CFV, $55.

Crime and Public Housing
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
29-minute VHS, 1990.

This program contrasts two Boston
housing projects: one rundown and
crime ridden, the other orderly and
law-abiding.

AVA19306VNB1CFV, $55.

Customs Careers-
Exceeding Expectations
Customs Service
19-minute VHS, 1991.

Showcases careers with the U.S.
Customs Service.

AVA19324VNB1CFV

Financial Fraud Institute –
“The Cutting Edge”
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
12-minute VHS, 1994.
Advises of training offered to help stop
financial fraud criminals.

AVA19654VNB1CFV

Information Gathering
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
15-minute VHS, 1991.

“You catch more flies with honey than
you do with vinegar,” is the approach
used to teach law enforcement
officers how to obtain information
from uncooperative subjects.

AVA18916VNB1CFV

Interviewing Techniques
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
15-minute VHS, 1991.

Five dramatic scenarios demonstrate
the general stages of proper
interviewing techniques; introduction,
report, questions, summary, and
close. An on-screen narrator explains
each as it is shown.

AVA18915VNB1CFV, $50.

Legal Issues of 5th and 6th
Amendments
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
58-minute VHS, 1994.

Precedent setting 5th and 6th
Amendment issues are presented and
discussed. Each of the 10 scenarios
starts with a narrative opening, then a
reenactment of the pertinent facts,
followed by a discussion of the case
and then the Supreme Court ruling.

AVA18917VNB1CFV

Jurisdiction
Federal Judicial Center
135-minute VHS, 1993.
Discusses the four types of federal
jurisdiction: federal question;
diversity; removal; and supplemental.

AVA19482VNB2CFV

Overview of the Federal
Rules of Evidence
Federal Judicial Center
155-minute VHS, 1991.

A judge discusses federal rules of
evidence from judicial notice to
relevance, hearsay, and authentication.

AVA19481VNB2CFV

Sentencing and Other
Criminal Post-Trial Matters
Federal Judicial Center
79-minute VHS, 1995.

Provides an overview of the
sentencing process, with emphasis on
the Sentencing Reform Act; guideline
sentencing; and the role of the court,
counsel, and the probation officer in
sentencing. It also examines bond
pending sentencing and appeal.

AVA19983VNB1CFV

Strategies for Survival:
Safety Skills for Probation
Officers and Pretrial
Service Officers
Federal Judicial Center
78-minute VHS, 1993.

Three short dramatizations of officers
dealing with hazardous situations: an
interview with an officer who survived
a shooting attempt by an offender; a
program on victim impact; and five
officers discussing their short- and
long-term responses to critical
incidents.

AVA19950VNB1CFV
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DWI Detection and Standardized
Field Sobriety Testing

These items teach three validated testing methods for detecting alcohol
impairment in the field: horizontal gaze nystagmus; walk and turn; and
one leg stand.

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing: Visual Detection.
Part 1
60-minute VHS, 1995.
AVA19908VNB1CFV

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing: Visual Detection.
Part 2
60-minute VHS, 1995.
AVA19909VNB1CFV

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing: Instructor Manual
974-pages, 1995.
AVA19910BB00CFV

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Boriety
Testing: Student Manual
276-pages, 1995.
AVA19911BB00CFV

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing Options: Tape 1
51-minute VHS, 1996.
Depicts six subjects at various
levels of impairment for viewer to
score as impaired or not.
AVA19912VNB1CFV

DWI Detection and
Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing Options: Tape 2
47-minute VHS, 1996.
In the second tape the six
subjects’ impairment levels are
lower and therefore harder to
detect.
AVA19913VNB1CFV

NCIC Interstate
Identification Index and
System Security
Federal Bureau of Investigation
19-minute VHS, 1991.
Includes two titles: Interstate
Identification Index and NCIC System
Security. The video highlights criteria
for accessing the system, specifies
policies for data dissemination and
informs of penalties for unauthorized
use of NCIC data.

AVA18971VNB1CFV, $35.

NCIC Overview
Federal Bureau of Investigation
6-minute VHS, 1990.

An overview of the national crime
information center system files.
Shows how computerized information
networking connects every law
enforcement agency in the country.

AVA18852VNB1CFV, $30.

Paso a Paso
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
150-minute VHS, 1990.
Sixteen Spanish lessons for law
enforcement officers using probable
encounters from their day-to-day
dealings with Spanish speaking
people.

AVA18904VNB2CFV, $130.

Telecommunication Fraud
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
11-minute VHS, 1993.

Shows scams used to illegally access
personal and corporate phone
systems. Teaches how to track these
criminals. (Promotional video for a
FLETC course.)

AVA19279VNB1CFV

Use of Force
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
15-minute VHS, 1993.
Looks at different levels of
provocation a police officer might
encounter and the proper level of
force that officers should use in
response to that provocation.

AVA19233VNB1CFV

Women in Federal Law
Enforcement - Profiles
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
33-minute VHS, 1996.

Highlights the diverse opportunities
available to women in federal law
enforcement. Viewers gain an inside
look into the opinions, experiences,
dreams and realities of twelve women
who have chosen careers in federal
law enforcement.

AVA19936VNB1CFV, $60.

PRISONS

Community Correction
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
15-minute VHS, 1990.

Tells the story of the “halfway house”
a place where the inmate spends half
the time in the “house” and half the
time outside working. Bureau Of
Prisons (BOP) staff closely monitor the
inmate at this facility and also help re-
establish the inmate back into the
community.

AVA19653VNB1CFV

Confrontal Avoidance
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
20-minute VHS, 1992.

Depicts how to correctly deal with an
inmate out of control - how to subdue
and restrain when force is necessary.

AVA19327VNB1CFV
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Religious and Cultural
Diversity in the B.O.P.
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
16-minute VHS, 1990.
New staff are asked to put their
personal prejudices aside and treat
the inmates they supervise with
respect and understanding even
though their religious, cultural, and
ethnic make-up might be radically
different than their own.

AVA18920VNB1CFV

Strip Search
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
10-minute VHS, 1991.

This video shows a standard
procedure for a visual or strip search
of an inmate. Scenarios include both
male and female searchers.

AVA18921VNB1CFV

RECREATION

A Precious Legacy: Our
National Forest System
Department of Agriculture
6-minute VHS, 1991.

Points out that most Americans live
within a day’s drive of a national
forest. There are 156 of them
providing a variety of recreation, a
home for wildlife, jobs for thousands
of Americans, and protected
origination points for water supplies.

AVA18881VNB1CFV, $50.

Along for the Ride;
Bicycling for Everyone
Department of Transportation
17-minute VHS, 4-panel brochure, 1992.
The video provides important tips
to help bicyclists cycle safely and
have fun.

AVA19344VNB1CFV, $55.

Biscayne Elliott Key
National Park Service
5-minute VHS, 1994.
Gives an overview of Biscayne
National Park—living coral reefs,
barrier islands, marine plants and
animals, and recreational activities.

AVA19712VNB1CFV, $50.

Fantastic Yellowstone
National Park Service
25-minute VHS, 1979.
Traces the history of the National Park
idea from its origins at Yellowstone
National Park to the conservation
ethic of today’s park system.

AVA04043VNB1CFV, $55.

Lower Canyons
Orientation: Big Bend
National Park Service
16-minute VHS, 1992.
Shows the river running in Big Bend
National Park. (slide to video transfer)

AVA19458VNB1CFV, $55.

National Parks:
An American Legacy
National Park Service
28-minute VHS, 1992.
Chronicles the history of the early
preservation movement and the
major legislation which culminated in
the national park system. Includes a
wealth of historic footage of early park
scenes, works of famous artists and
spectacular color photography.

AVA19377VNB1CFV, $55.

Ski Mountaineering:
Denali National Park and
Preserve
National Park Service
13-minute VHS, 1988.
This is a safety video for skiers at
Mount McKinley. (slide to video
transfer)

AVA18396VNB1CFV, $50.

SAFETY

As It Should Be Done:
Workplace Precautions
Against Bloodborne
Pathogens (Closed
Captioned)
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
24-minute VHS, 1992.
Highlights many requirements of
OSHA’s bloodborne standard.
Discusses universal precautions and
why employees should practice them
in their workplace activities.

AVA19111VNB1CFV, $55.

Asbestos Management
and Control
General Services Administration
11-minute VHS, 1991.

Discusses GSA’s asbestos
management and control program as
it relates to owned, leased and
delegated spaces. Discusses all
aspects of the programs, but focuses
on operations and maintenance as
prescribed by the EPA.

AVA19126VNB1CFV, $55.

CHARGE YOUR ORDER! 1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern time. Monday through Friday.

Prices are subject to change.
Order through the Internet 24 hours a day: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

MasterCardVISA AMERICAN
    EXPRESS
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Building Air Quality for
Building Owners and
Facility Managers,
Training Kit - An
Introduction to Building
Air Quality
Environmental Protection Agency
121 slides, 108-page instruction notes,
text of the slides, example agenda, 19-
page case study handouts, 1992.

The
training
assists
participants
in
preventing
indoor air
quality
problems,
resolving
existing
indoor air
quality
problems;
and

integrating indoor air quality-related
activities into their building
management practices.

AVA19188SS00CFV

Compressed Medical
Gases: CGMP Inspection
Food and Drug Administration
31-minute VHS, 1984.

Discusses compressed medical gases
and drugs administered to patients
who are either unconscious or require
assistance in breathing. Provides
familiarization with equipment and
techniques used and explains how
current good manufacturing
regulations are applied.

AVA19784VNB1CFV, $60.

Dirty Little Secrets—
Kitchen Food Safety & The
Food Label and You
Food and Drug Administration
16-minute VHS, 1996.
Covers home kitchen food safety from
cooking, storage, and preparation to
cleanup. Provides information on how
to use the new food label and
nutrition information.

AVA19964VNB1CFV, $55.

Excavations - 29 CFR 1926,
Subpart P
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
23-minute VHS, 1992.

Discusses safety and health hazards
associated with excavation operations,
and explains safe work practices and
control measures to prevent accidents,
injuries and illnesses. The
requirements of OSHA’s excavation
standard are discussed.

AVA19223VNB1CFV

FDA New Quality Systems
Regulation
Food and Drug Administration
240-minute VHS, 1996.
Covers essential information to
understand and implement the new
regulations for medical devices and
International Quality System
Requirements.

AVA19951VNB2CFV, $130.

First Dive, Last Dive
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
29-minutes VHS, 1980.

Emphasizes “preparation, practice,
and proper procedures” as a safety
precaution for scuba divers. Follows an
investigation of a near fatal diving
accident that uncovers a catalog of
unsafe diving practices which lead to a
second close-call.

AVA06936VNB1CFV, $55.

Model Curriculum for
School Asbestos
Management Planners
Environmental Protection Agency
143 slides, 123-page instructor’s guide,
1995.

Must be preceded by successful
completion of the inspector’s course.
Prepares management planners in the
development of written plans for
managing asbestos-containing
materials in schools and for making
recommendations to school officials
for response actions. It examines
methods for interpreting survey
results, hazard assessment, evaluating
and selecting control options, and
assembling the management plan
itself.

AVA19807SS00CFV, $77.
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Model Curriculum for
School Building Inspectors
Environmental Protection Agency
143 slides, 155-page instructor’s guide,
1995.
Covers such topics as health effects,
legal liabilities, building systems, pre-
inspection planning, bulk sampling,
personal protection, and record
keeping.

AVA19806SS00CFV, $83.

Model Curriculum for
Training Asbestos
Abatement Contractors
And Supervisors
Environmental Protection Agency
504 slides, 234-page instructor’s guide,
1995.

Covers the work practices, abatement
procedures, personal protection and
relevant federal regulations, insurance,
bonding, contract specification, and
the health effects of asbestos.

AVA19805SS00CFV, $143.

Introduction to Industrial
Hygiene for Safety
Officers
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
398 slides, 867-page instructor’s guide,
53 paper transparency masters, 1985.

AVA06936VNB1CFV, $55.

Orientation to Indoor Air
Quality - (Instructor
Package)
Environmental Protection Agency
531 slides, 1986-page instructor’s guide
with reproducible student manual
master, 1992.
Covers indoor air pollutants and
health effects; how buildings work;
investigating, mitigating, and
preventing IAQ (indoor air quality)
problems; guidelines for
measurements; roles and
responsibilities in IAQ; and managing
an IAQ program.

AVA19276SS00CFV, $198.

OSHA Construction
Industry Safety and
Health Outreach
Programs
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
867-page instructor reference materials
with 70 paper overhead masters, 1996.

Contains reference materials to assist
instructors in providing training on
construction industry safety and
health topics to entry-level
participants. Twenty-nine lessons
covering OSHA’s major requirements
are presented in an easy-to-read
format.

AVA19915BB00CFV

Recognizing And
Identifying Hazardous
Materials - Second Edition
(Instructor Package)
National Fire Academy
277 slides, one audiocassette, 87-page
instructor’s guide, 64-page reproducible
student manual, 1992.
Develops basic emergency response
skills with which to identify the
hazardous materials presence, and to
identify the specific hazardous
materials and associated hazard
characteristics.

AVA19203SS00CFV, $170.

AVA19204BB00CFV,
Set of 10 students manuals, $100.

Robot Reality
National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health
15 minute VHS, 1990.
Explores the unusual machine
guarding and safety procedures
necessary to protect workers from the
large work envelope and complex
movements of industrial robots.

AVA19272VNB1CFV, $50.

Safety and Health Factors
in Welding and Cutting
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
31-minute VHS, 77 slides, 1
audiocassette, 37-page instructor’s
guide, 1991.

Explores the general safety and health
hazards associated with gas and arc
welding and cutting, and suggests
appropriate techniques and
equipment for controlling and
reducing these hazards. Hazards cited
and discussed include gases, harsh
chemical agents, exposure, hearing
loss, muscle pain, fire, and explosion.
(slide video transfer)

AVA18463VNB1CFV

Safety and Health
Hazards In the Office
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
119 slides, 867-page instructor’s guide,
867-page reproducible student manual,
1990.

Provides information on hazard
identification, correction, and control
within the office environment. The
program includes an instructor guide
and student manual and is divided
into four modules: Importance of
office safety; office design; common
office hazards & controls; and
musculoskeletal injuries and
ergonomic controls.

AVA18274SS00CFV, $193.

AVA18248BB00CFV
Set of five student manuals and 18
handouts
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Safety Hazard
Recognition For Industrial
Hygienists
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
460 slides, 867-page instructor’s guide,
24 student handouts, 28 overhead
masters, 1985.
Enables industrial hygienists to
become more familiar with the
occupational safety and health act, to
recognize the more critical safety
hazards and to develop a program for
correcting hazards existing in
workplaces.

AVA14880SS00CFV, $578.

The Federal Hazard
Communication Training
Program
Department of Defense
90-minute VHS, 1988.

This videotape provides training
resources to help federal agencies
comply with the OSHA hazard
communication standard. The
program is designed to reduce
workplace chemically-related injuries
and illnesses.

AVA17253VNB1CFV, $77.

AVA17255BB00CFV,
867-page trainer’s guide

AVA17256BB00CFV,
Set of 15
workbooks

SCIENCE

Biotechnology in Europe:
Policy Development and
Coordination Activities
with Special Reference to
Information Resources
and the Global
Knowledge Base
National Library of Medicine
59-minute VHS, 1990.

Outlines the approaches being taken
by the European Community,
emphasizing the importance of
industrial and economic
considerations.

AVA18246VNB1CFV, $60.

Computers, Molecular
Biology, and Medicine
Health and Human Services
60-minute VHS, 1990.
Addresses the impact of modern
molecular biology on scientific
education, medicine, and society,
including the influence of the Human
Genome Project.

AVA18397VNB1CFV, $60.

Day of the Killer
Tornadoes
Department of Defense
27-minute VHS, 1978.

Presents the story of 147 deadly
twisters that devastated large portions
of 11 states, killing 315 people. Shows
extensive footage of the actual
tornadoes striking cities.

AVA03592VNB1CFV, $55.

Hurricane
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
29-minute VHS, 1984.
Shows Hurricane Alicia from its
beginnings to the devastation it
caused in Galveston, Texas in 1983.

AVA12440VNB1CFV, $55.

Math and Science – Start
Now/Adventures of Bob
Ballard
U.S. Navy
23-minute VHS, 1993.
This program dramatically highlights
fields of employment and everyday
living activities as they relate to
applications of math and science
techniques.

AVA19338VNB1CFV, $55.

Space Shuttle – Mission to
the Future
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
27-minute VHS, 1981.

Documents the importance of the
space shuttle to America and the
world.

AVA05367VNB1CFV, $55.

SPANISH

Childhood Asthma Project
(Spanish Version)
University of Texas Health Science
Center
32-minute VHS, 1992.

Provides peer role modeling and skills
reinforcement by showing Hispanic
children with asthma performing self-
management tasks at home and
school. Topics include symptom
recognition, avoiding emergency case,
exercise, breathing meter,
medications, medication plans,
asthma courses and cigarette
smoking.

AVA19821VNB1CFV, $60.

CHARGE YOUR ORDER! 1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern time. Monday through Friday.

Prices are subject to change.
Order through the Internet 24 hours a day: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

MasterCardVISA AMERICAN
    EXPRESS
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Defeating Cholera: Part I
(Spanish Version)
Centers for Disease Control
15-minute VHS, 1992.
Shot in Ecuador, this program depicts
symptoms and treatment of cholera.
Designed for health care providers
and used to train workers in 21 Latin
American nations.

AVA19405VNB1CFV, $50.

Hablando en Serio
(Closed Captioned)
(Spanish/English Version)
Department of Education
32-minute VHS, two discussions guides,
1992.

Documentary profiles of four young
people who explain why they won’t
use drugs and the techniques they use
to stay drug free.

AVA19145VNB1CFV, $60.

The Spanish Empire in the
New World (Spanish
Version)
National Park Service
22-minute VHS, 1992.

This video traces the history of the
Spanish empire in the new world
beginning in 1492 and continuing into
the early part of the 19th century.

AVA19470VNB1CFV, $55.

-

TRANSPORTATION

BASH - Low Level
U.S. Air Force
13-minute VHS, 1991.

Overview of the USAF Bird Air Strike
Hazard (BASH) reduction program.

AVA18826VNB1CFV, $50.

Commercial Drivers
License Study Program
Department of Transportation
60-minute VHS, 45 cassettes and 867-
page workbooks, 1990.
Reviews federal/state legislative and
testing requirements; summarizes the
materials in the study booklets; and
assists in studying and taking the
specific exams.

AVA18243VNB1CFV, $138.

Overview of Alcohol
Misuse Prevention
Program for the Aviation
Industry
Federal Aviation Administration
114-minute VHS, 16-page sample
employer policy, 85-page outline with
paper overheads, 867-page package of
questions and answers, 12-page alcohol
rule language, 1995.

Provides guidance for the aviation
industry concerning the
implementation of federal regulations
for developing an alcohol misuse
prevention program.

AVA19706VNB1CFV
Complete package, $106.

AVA19707VNB1CFV
VHS and 16-page employer policy
only, $60.

AVA19708BB00CFV
One set of printed pieces only, $60.

Standardized Motorcoach
Mechanics Training
Curriculum (Instructor
Package)
Department of Transportation
197 color slides, 587-page instructor's
guide, 299-page student's manual,1997.
Provides much-needed basic
information for mechanics who work
on motorcoaches.  Among the topics
covered are: General safety; electrical
system; brake systems; structural
integrity; power train; suspension;
steering system; exhaust and fuel
systems; cooling systems; heating and
air conditioning; driver and passenger
safety; and accessories.  The course
packages come with presentation
materials covering 30 hours of
classroom training and 17-1/2 hours
of shop time. Each module can be
presented as a stand-alone course.

 AVA20015SS00CFV, $275.

Turbulence - A Little
Bumpy Air
Federal Aviation Administration
26-minute VHS, (1) 345-page training
manual, 1997.

Gives pilots and other aviation
professionals heightened awareness of
weather conditions that can cause
turbulence, pointers on how to avoid
it, and ways to minimize risk in
unavoidable encounters. The intended
audience includes flight crews, flight
attendants, dispatchers, and aviation
meteorologists.

AVA20011VNB1CFV, $140.

Wake Turbulence
Avoidance: A Pilot and Air
Traffic Controller Briefing
Federal Aviation Administration
24-minute VHS, 1994.

Illustrates the hazards and physical
dynamics of wake turbulence caused
by aircraft.

AVA19661VNB1CFV, $55.
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Methods of Payment

Credit Card
Visa, MasterCard, American Express,
or Discover

Check or Money Orders
Payable to NTIS in U.S. dollars drawn
on a U.S. bank, an international bank
with a U.S. address on the check, or a
Canadian bank.

NTIS Deposit Account
This convenient debit account service
makes it easy to order from NTIS.
The advantages include:
• an account number to simplify all

ordering;
• monthly statements with detailed

transactions and routing
information.

For only $5 per quarter, you can use
this convenient debit account service.
For additional information, please call
(703) 605-6630.

Billing Charge
If prepayment is not made, please
add $10.00 to the total order to cover
the billing charge. This option is
available to U.S., Canada, and Mexico
orders only, and is not available for
subscription service.

Prices are subject to change.

Credit card security for
online E-mail ordering:
orders@ntis.fedworld.gov

If you have an NTIS deposit account,
please include the number when
ordering. If you plan to order by credit
card and are concerned about
Internet security, you may register
your credit card at NTIS to avoid
sending your account number
with each order. Simply call
(703) 605-6070, leave your card
number and expiration date, and we
will automatically charge your card
when your E-mail order is processed.
As with any order, please include NTIS
product number, title, quantity
desired, and media type for each item,
telephone number, or E-mail address
as well as full shipping address.

.

Customer Information
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Additional Information

Product Numbers

Each individual NTIS title has a unique product number which is
provided with every NTIS product description. Always use this
number when ordering.

If you do not have a product number, NTIS can provide one
if you have a complete title. Call the NTIS Sales Desk at
1-800-553-NTIS (6847)
Monday through Friday.

Tracing an Order

If you have questions about your order, write to NTIS or call the NTIS
Customer Service Department at (703) 605-6050 between 8:30 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m., Eastern time, Monday through Friday. For
subscription service inquiries, call (703) 605-6060.

Refund Policy

Although NTIS cannot accept returns for credit or refund, we will
gladly replace any item you requested if we made an error in filling
your order, if the item was defective, or if you received it in
damaged condition. Just call our Customer Service Department at
(703) 605-6050.

Pickup Service

Orders may be picked up at the NTIS Bookstore at 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia (I-495, exit 5 west) on
weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Eastern time.
The handling fee is waived on orders picked up at the
NTIS Bookstore. Customers may also use the reference
tools at the NTIS Bookstore to identify needed information
available from NTIS. You may contact the NTIS Bookstore
at (703) 605-6040.

Holiday Openings

The NTIS Sales Desk, Bookstore, and Customer Service
Department are open weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Eastern time on four federal holidays: Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
Presidents Day, Columbus Day, and Veterans Day.

   NTIS Help Desks

Help is only a phone call or E-mail message away for users of NTIS World Wide Web-based services!
NTIS help desks provide customers with assistance in connecting, searching, and making use of databases,

Web pages, and resources that NTIS provides via FedWorld® and the NTIS home page.
Many of these information sources are free; others are available for a fee.

NTIS help desks are staffed Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern time.
Requests for information and assistance can be sent by E-mail 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Web-Based Service Help Desk Phone E-Mail Address

FedWorld® FedWorld (703) 605-6585 helpdesk@fedworld.gov

BXA/EAR FedWorld (703) 605-6585 helpdesk@fedworld.gov

Davis-Bacon FedWorld (703) 605-6585 helpdesk@fedworld.gov

NTIS Home Page FedWorld (703) 605-6585 helpdesk@fedworld.gov

World News Connection® WNC (703) 605-6575 wncinf@ntis.fedworld.gov

FedWorld World Wide Web address: http://www.fedworld.gov

NTIS Home Page World Wide Web address: http://www.ntis.gov

Customer Information
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